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Abstract
The main goal of this thesis is to give an answer to the question: How does rotation influence the
evolution of a charged or neutral droplet that could also be subject to an external electric field
along its axis of rotation? It is well known from experiments that a drop can develop singularities in
the form of Taylor cones when it holds an amount of charge larger than Rayleigh’s limit on its surface [58]
and/or it is immersed in a sufficiently strong electric field [68]. From the cone tips, a thin jet of microdroplets
is eventually emitted [20], which is of crucial importance and has many applications in industrial processes
such as electrospraying, elecronic printing, Field Induced Droplet Ionization mass spectrometry and Field
Emission Electric Propulsion thrusters among others. An intriguing and yet not completely understood
problem is the discrepancy existent between the results given for the opening semiangle of these cones by
theoretical calculations, experiments and numerical simulations [27]. This thesis tries to give an insight into
this problem by a complete description on how the stability of a conducting and viscous drop changes when
rotation is considered as a force acting on the system.
When dealing with rotating bodies, there are two possible situations: one where the angular speed ω
remains fixed, i.e. imagine a constant force turning the system at a constant rate, or another where the
system is initally set into rotation and is left to evolve without further interaction with it, so its angular
momentum L is conserved. This work discusses both cases. The free boundary problem arising from the
modeling of rotating droplets is described, in the limit of large Ekman number and small Reynolds number,
by Stokes equation [56] and simulated with a Boundary Element Method (BEM) that has the capability of
mesh adaption [17]. With this approach, we can analyze with precision the regions of the drop’s interface
where singularities (Taylor cones or drop breakup) develop and their formation process.
We begin by studying the evolution of a viscous drop, contained in another viscous fluid, that rotates
about a fixed axis at constant angular speed or angular momentum. The analysis is carried out by combining
asymptotic analysis and full numerical simulation, focusing on the stability/instability of equilibrium shapes
and the formation of singularities that change the topology of the fluid domain. When evolution is at constant
ω, unstable drops can take the form of a flat film whose thickness goes to zero in finite time or an elongated
filament that extends indefinitely in finite time. On the other hand, if evolution takes place at constant L,
and axial symmetry is imposed, thin films surrounded by a toroidal rim can develop, but the film thickness
does not vanish in finite time. In the absence of axial symmetry, and for sufficiently large L, drops break
axial symmetry and reach an equilibrium configuration with a 2-fold symmetry or break up into several drops
with a 2 or 3-fold symmetry. The mechanism of breakup is also described.
After describing the evolution of rotating drops, this thesis analyzes the effects that rotation has on the
evolution of a conducting and viscous drop, contained in another viscous and insulating fluid, when it holds an
amount of charge Q on its surface or is immersed in an external electric field of magnitude E8 parallel to the
rotation axis. We pay special attention to the case where rotation is at constant angular momentum because
of its physical relevance. Numerical simulations and stability analysis show that the Rayleigh fissibility
ratio χ at which charged drops become unstable decreases with angular momentum, whereas for neutral
drops subject to an electric field the critical value of the field at which the droplet destabilizes increases with
rotation. Concerning equilibrium shapes, approximate spheroids and ellipsoids are obtained and the transition
between these two families of solutions is established with an energy minimization argument. When drops
become unstable, two-lobed structures form, where a pinch-off occurs in finite time, or dynamic Taylor cones
in the sense of [7] develop. An interesting feature about these cones is that for small L, their seamiangle
remains the same as if there was no rotation in the system.
Finally, and as part of the work I developed during a research stay at the University of Cambridge, the
evolution problem is solved with the Finite Element Method (FEM). This approach, which validates the
axisymmetric results obtained in this thesis for rotating drops using BEM, will allow us in the future to study




El objetivo principal de esta tesis es dar respuesta a la pregunta: ¿Co´mo influye la rotacio´n en la
evolucio´n de una gota cargada o neutra que tambie´n puede estar sometida a un campo ele´ctrico
aplicado en la direccio´n de su eje de giro? Experimentalmente es bien conocido que una gota puede
desarrollar singularidades en la forma de conos de Taylor cuando almacena en su superficie una cantidad de
carga superior al l´ımite de Rayleigh [58] y/o´ esta´ inmersa en un campo ele´ctrico suficientemente intenso [68].
Desde la punta del cono, se emite un delgado jet de microgotas [20], que resulta de crucial importancia y tiene
multitud de aplicaciones en procesos industriales como el electrospraying, la impresio´n electro´nica, el me´todo
para espectrometr´ıa de masas denominado Field Induced Droplet Ionization y los propulsores del tipo Field
Emission Electric Propulsion entre otros. Un problema interesante y que au´n no se ha podido resolver es la
discrepancia existente entre los resultados teo´ricos obtenidos para el semia´ngulo de apertura de los conos y
los determinados experimentalmente y mediante simulaciones nume´ricas [27]. La tesis aborda este problema
presentando una completa descripcio´n de co´mo la estabilidad de una gota cambia cuando uno considera la
rotacio´n como una fuerza que actu´a sobre el sistema.
Cuando se estudian objetos en rotacio´n, tenemos dos posibles situaciones: una donde la velocidad angular
ω permanece constante (imaginemos una fuerza que hace girar el sistema a un ritmo constante), y otra en
la que el sistema es puesto inicialmente en rotacio´n y se le deja evolucionar sin ninguna interaccio´n posterior
con e´l, luego el momento angular L se conserva. Este trabajo discute ambos casos. El problema de frontera
libre que surge de la modelizacio´n de gotas en rotacio´n viene descrito, en el l´ımite de nu´mero de Ekman
grande y de Reynolds pequen˜o, por la ecuacio´n de Stokes [56] y se resuelve mediante la implementacio´n
de un Me´todo de Elementos de Cotorno (BEM) que contiene un mo´dulo de adaptacio´n de mallado [17].
Este acercamiento nos permite analizar con precisio´n las regiones de la interfase de la gota donde se pueden
desarrollar singularidades (conos de Taylor o´ la ruptura en gotas pequen˜as) y estudiar en detalle su proceso
de formacio´n.
Comenzaremos estudiando la evolucio´n de una gota viscosa, contenida en otro fluido viscoso, que rota
alrededor de un eje a velocidad o´ momento angular constante. El ana´lisis se lleva a cabo combinando
ana´lisis asinto´tico y simulaciones nume´ricas, prestando especial atencio´n a la estabilidad/inestabilidad de las
soluciones de equilibrio y la posible formacio´n de singularidades que representan un cambio en la topolog´ıa de
la gota. Cuando la evolucio´n es a ω constante, las gotas inestables toman la forma de una capa delgada cuyo
espesor tiende a cero en tiempo finito o´ de un filamento delgado que se extiende indefinidamente en tiempo
finito. Por otro lado, si la rotacio´n tiene lugar a L constante, e imponemos simetr´ıa axial, se desarrollan
capas delgadas rodeadas de un anillo toroidal, pero el espesor de la capa no se anula en tiempo finito. Si no
suponemos simetr´ıa axial del problema, y para L suficientemente grande, la gota deja de ser axisime´trica y
alcanza una configuracio´n de equilibrio con una simetr´ıa de dos lo´bulos o´ desarrolla simetr´ıas de dos o´ tres
lo´bulos que se acaban rompiendo en varias gotas. Tambie´n describimos el mecanismo de ruptura.
Despue´s de estudiar la evolucio´n de gotas en rotacio´n, esta tesis describe los efectos que la rotacio´n tiene
sobre la evolucio´n de una gota de fluido viscoso y conductor, contenida en otro fluido viscoso y aislante,
cuando e´sta almacena una carga Q en su superficie o´ esta´ inmersa en un campo ele´ctrico de intensidad E8
paralelo al eje de giro. Describiremos en detalle el caso de rotacio´n a L constante por su relevancia f´ısica. Los
resultados nume´ricos y un ana´lisis de estabilidad muestran que el l´ımite de Rayleigh para el cual las gotas
cargadas se vuelven inestables decrece con el momento angular, mientras que para gotas neutras sometidas a
un campo ele´ctrico, el valor cr´ıtico del campo para el cual la gota se desestabiliza aumenta con la rotacio´n.
Encontramos tambie´n que los esferoides y elipsoides son soluciones de equilibrio aproximadas y calculamos
la transicio´n entre estas dos familias mediante un argumento energe´tico. Con respecto a las singularidades,
la gota puede desarrollar una estructura de dos lo´bulos que da lugar a un pinch-off en tiempo finito o´ a la
aparicio´n de conos de Taylor dina´micos [7]. Una caracter´ıstica interesante de estos conos es que para pequen˜os
valores de L, su semia´ngulo es el mismo que si el sistema no estuviera rotando.
iii
Finalmente, y como parte del trabajo realizado durante mi estancia de investigacio´n en la Universidad
de Cambridge, abordamos el problema de evolucio´n mediante el Me´todo de Elementos Finitos (FEM). Este
enfoque, con el que validamos los resultados axisime´tricos obtenidos en esta tesis con BEM para gotas
que u´nicamente esta´n sometidas a rotacio´n, nos permitira´ en trabajos futuros estudiar la influencia que los
te´rminos de inercia de las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes tienen sobre la estabilidad del sistema.
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1.1. Brief history and state of the art
The problem of describing the evolution, stability and equilibrium shapes of a fluid droplet immersed in
another viscous fluid and subject to different forces has provided the scientific community, for more than three
centuries, with an endless source of inspiration and challenges. One of the first pioneers in this subject, Sir
Isaac Newton, dedicated part of his life trying to explain the Earth’s shape as a self-gravitating mass of fluid
rotating in space. But surely, the most influential figure associated with the birth of this problem is that of
the belgian physicist Joseph-Antoine Ferdinand Plateau (1801-1883), whose interest in validating the theory
put forward by Newton, led him to conduct some experiments between 1843 and 1869. To make his research
possible, he designed and built a neutral buoyancy tank filled with a combination of water and methanol and,
within this mixture, a silicone oil drop pierced by a vertical shaft was placed. By turning the shaft, Plateau
induced rotation on the droplet and studied its evolution and equilibriums for different values of the angular
speed. In this experimental setting, surface tension forces would play the role that self-gravitation had in
Newton’s model. Interestingly, all his results [51, 52] were consistent with the existing theory of planetary
bodies [46, 39] except for one detail: he observed toroidal equilibrium shapes, which were thought to be
impossible solutions for self-gravitating masses of fluid. This discovery became the key motivation to find all
possible equilibrium solutions for rotating drops.
Figure 1.1: Neutral bouyancy tank designed by Plateau.
The first theoretical approach to calculate equilibrium configurations for rotating drops was undertaken
in 1869, when Beer determined a one-parameter family of axially symmetric solutions with the topology of
the sphere [6], i.e. spheroidal-like shapes. These results were extended later by Poincare´ in 1885, showing
the existence of a two-lobed family of solutions [53], and in 1984 by Gulliver, confirming the existence of
the toroidal solutions experimentally observed by Plateau. From the numerical point of view, the study of
the stationary problem started around 1980 with Brown & Scriven [11]. Using a Galerkin method based
on FEM, they determined branches of solutions with a 2-fold, 3-fold or in general n-fold symmetry together
with their stability, which bifurcate from the spheroidal family (see figures 1.5 and 1.6). For example, the
2-fold symmetry can be observed when a drop rolling over a tilted plane leaves the incline, undergoes free
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falling and evolves into a peanut shape [2]. Remarkably, the branches of solutions with n-fold symmetry
contain also solutions such that each lobe consists of a chain of small droplets connected by thin filaments
as demonstrated by Heine [35]. In recent years, and with the purpose of validating all the theoretical results
and numerical data available to date, experiments aimed in the same direction as those originally devised
by Plateau were conducted under zero gravity conditions during the flight of Spacelab 3 and at JPL (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory). At that time, going out to space was a necessary requirement to avoid earthbound
issues concerning gravity. Nowadays, these complications have been resolved in the laboratory with the
development of diamagnetic levitation techniques [36]. A fully detailed description of all space experiments
performed by NASA can be obtained from reports [72, 73] and all references included therein.
Figure 1.2: Equilibrium shape for a rotating drop with a 2-fold symmetry presenting a cascade of necks [35].
Figure 1.3: Equilibrium shapes obtained for a rotating drop during Spacelab experiments [72].
(a) Rotating a drop with diamagnetic levitation. (b) Evolution of a levitated rotating drop.
Figure 1.4: On the left, the mechanism that rotates a drop using diamagnetic levitation is sketched. On the
right, we show an ordered sequence of frames taken from the evolution of a levitated and rotating droplet.
Observe that the drop develops a 3-fold structure during this process. These pictures appear in [36].
Even though rotating drops present a huge wealth of equilibrium shapes, one cannot expect all of them to
be stable. Once a rotating droplet in equilibrium destabilizes, there are essentially two possibilities: the drop
undergoes a transition towards another equilibrium shape, or evolves in such a way that its surface becomes
non-smooth at some time and a singularity, wether representing a surface cusp or a topological change in
the drop’s domain (breakup into smaller droplets), develops. The fact that singularities may take place in
free-surface hydrodynamic flows is well known and has been the subject of intensive research in different
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Figure 1.5: Bifurcation diagram obtained in [11] for rotating drops at constant angular speed.
Figure 1.6: Bifurcation diagram obtained in [11] for rotating drops at constant angular momentum.
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contexts such as capillary drop breakup or air entrainment. For an updated general review on free-surface
flows see [23] and [22] for a review on singularities.
During the last decades, rotating masses of fluid have been applied to industrial processes such as polymer
manufacturing [50] and spinning drop tensiometry techniques used to measure interfacial tension in the
laboratory [57]. Also, the rotating drop problem has been applied at the atomic level, as a model proposed
in 1939 by Bohr & Wheele [8] for nuclear fission that concerns the breakup of a charged rotating liquid
drop, where nuclear forces play the role of surface tension. On astronomical scales, shapes and stability of
self-gravitating masses rotating freely in space were studied in detail by Chandrasekhar [12].
Besides rotation, one can consider electromagnetic forces acting on a drop. In this direction, Lord Rayleigh
investigated in 1882 the effects that charge has on a conducting droplet [58]. Using an energy stability analysis,
he showed that a conducting spherical drop of radius R and surface tension γ surrounded by an insulating
medium with permittivity ε0 looses stability at critical values of the charge:
Qnc  4pi
a
ε0γR3 pn  2q , n ¥ 2 ,
to shape perturbations given by the n-th order Legendre polynomial (number of lobes on the perturbed
shape). At each critical value Qnc , the sphere is neutrally stable and a family of n-lobed shapes branch. For
example, if n  2, a two-lobed family bifurcates transcritically from the spherical family, with one of its arms
consisting of stable shapes (supercritical branch) that can be approximated by oblate spheroids [5], and the
other is unstable (subcritical branch) and corresponds to prolate-like solutions [68]. In particular, when a
droplet holds an amount of charge on its surface larger than Q2c , it becomes unstable and evolves into a prolate
spheroid that eventually develops cone tips at the poles (known in the literature as Taylor cones [68]). From
these tips, thin jets of microdroplets are ejected, carrying about 30% of the total charge from the mother
drop but only 1% of its mass [20]. The study of a neutral conducting drop under the influence of an electric
field dates back to the works by Taylor in 1964. In his works, he obtained a family of approximate prolate
solutions and identified a critical value of the electric field for which these configurations become unstable
and develop the same Taylor cone structures discussed earlier [68]. Taylor also predicted theoretically an
opening semiangle for the cones of 49.3, which has turned out to be very different from the average value
of about 30 obtained from simulations [27] and laboratory experiments [20]. Moreover, this angle seems to
depend slightly on the viscosity ratio for the two fluids involved and interestingly it develops in a self-similar
way [27]. Numerically, the search for stationary solutions for charged conducting drops started in 1989, when
Basaran & Scriven used FEM to study the families of n-lobed shapes predicted by Rayleigh. Later, this work
was extended to deal with charged drops that are also immersed in an external electric field [4]. Below, we
present a bifurcation diagram that summarizes these results:
Figure 1.7: Bifurcation diagram for charged drops subject to an electric field [4].
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Many industrial and technological applications arise when one considers electromagnetic forces acting
on a fluid, as is the case for conducting drops holding an amount of charge on its surface, neutral drops
subject to an external electric field or a combination of both effects. The development of techniques such
as electrospinning, electrospraying, Field Induced Droplet Ionization (FIDI) mass spectrometry [32] and the
design of Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP) colloid thrusters for space vehicles [69] is clear evidence
of its importance. We should also mention its contributions to electrowetting and electronic paper [34] and
the promising microfluidic chips, where electric fields are used to control chemicals inside a small device with
very thin channels [15, 66]. Concerning physical applications, the understanding of coalescence and fission
processes for charged droplets is crucial to study how thunderstorm clouds are formed [20].
Figure 1.8: Taylor cone mechanism involved in FIDI spectrometry and FEEP thrusters.
Figure 1.9: Evolution of a droplet subject to a strong electric field, resulting in Taylor cone formation [32].
Observe that in the last picture one can clearly see that from the tips, a thin jet of microdroplets is emitted.
Finally, some interesting research has been carried out recently to simulate numerically the evolution of
drops subject to different forces. Notice that all research explained above only solves the equilibrium problem,
so in order to be able to describe in detail the behaviour and stability of drops, a deeper understanting of the
evolution process is required. Many authors solve this free-surface problem using numerical methods such
as BEM, which is perfectly suited to deal with fluids subject to Stokes regimes. Concerning drop evolution,
we can point to [70, 27], where the effects of charge and/or electric fields on viscous and conducting drops is
addressed together with the formation of Taylor cone singularities. The main goal of this thesis is to combine
previous works together with rotational effects, allowing us to build a more general theory that describes
droplet evolution.
1.2. Thesis outline
The contents of this thesis are organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we introduce Navier-Stokes equations
in a rotating frame of reference and obtain from them the equations that rotating drops satisfy under Stokes
approximation. Chapter 3 is devoted to deriving the boundary integral equation that governs the velocity
field at the drop’s interface, and lays the foundations for the BEM algorithms implemented in Chapter 4 to
solve the evolution problem. Chapters 5 and 6 present the main contributions of this thesis, where we first
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study the problem of rotating drops and then move to analyze the effects that rotation has on charged drops
or neutral drops immersed in an electric field. All results included in these two chapters have been published
in [25] and [28]. Finally, in Chapter 7, and following my research stay at the BP Institute for Multiphase
Flow at Cambridge University, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is applied to simulate rotating drops under
Stokes regime, serving as a validation for the data obtained with BEM. The advantage of FEM is that it
can be used to determine how the nonlinear terms appearing in Navier-Stokes equations influence droplet




The aim of this chapter is to describe in detail the mathematical model that governs the evolution of a
rotating fluid droplet immersed in another fluid of infinite extension. The fundamental PDEs involved are
the classical Navier-Stokes equations, which one has to conveniently modify to include rotation effects. In
the figure below, a representation of the rotating droplet problem is given including all possible electrostatic
effects acting on it (charge and an external electric field).
Figure 2.1: Rotating drop model.
Throughout this work, we make use of Einstein’s summation convention to abbreviate formulas. This
notation states that, if a subscript appears twice in an expression involving products, then summation over
that subscript is implied in its range.
2.1. Navier-Stokes in rotating frames
In order to describe the dynamics of a rotating fluid, sometimes it is interesting to rewrite its equations
of motion in a frame of reference that rotates with the fluid [31]. As a result of the change of coordinates,
ficticious forces appear, namely the Coriolis, Euler and centrifugal forces. In this section we will derive
Navier-Stokes equations in a rotating frame.
Suppose that a fluid rotates about an axis in the counter-clockwise direction with angular velocity ω ptq and
take two reference frames, R  tO; e1, e2, e3u which is inertial (stationary), and rR  tO; e˜1 ptq , e˜2 ptq , e˜3 ptqu
that rotates with the fluid. Any point in the fluid can be described as:
x ptq  xi ptq ei  xR , x ptq  x˜i ptq e˜i ptq  x rR .
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Figure 2.2: Inertial and rotating reference frames.
where uR and u rR are the velocities in the inertial and rotating frames respectively. Since both expressions
















Now, the following results [29] prove to be very useful:
Proposition 2.1 (Rodrigues rotation formula). Given a vector v, if we apply a rotation of angle φ about an
axis defined by the unit vector h, the rotated vector has the form:
vrot  v cosφ  ph vq sinφ  h ph  vq p1 cosφq .
Proposition 2.2. Consider a rotation about an axis with angular velocity ω ptq. The rate of change of a
vector A ptq can be obtained from:
dA
dt
 ω ptq A ptq ,
Proof. Take as rotation axis h  ω}ω} and a rotation of angle δφ  }ω} δt about it. By Rodrigues formula:
δA  Arot A  pA  h ph Aqq p1 cos δφq   phAq sin δφ .
Since δφ ! 1 we have:
cos δφ  1 O  δφ2 , sin δφ  δφ O  δφ2 ,
and consequently:




 ω A O pδtq ,
and taking the limit when δtÑ 0 we obtain the desired result. 
Applying the previous result to e˜i one gets:
de˜i
dt
 ω ptq  e˜i ptq ,













  ω ptq  x ptq ,
or equivalently:
uR  u rR   ω ptq  x ptq . (2.3)
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are the accelerations in the inertial and rotating frames respectively. Applying Newton’s second law to the
inertial frame yields:
% aR  Fb ô % a rR  Fb  FCoriolis  FCentrifugal  FEuler ,
where % is the density of the fluid, Fb  % fb are the body forces (per unit volume) acting on the fluid and:




Consequently, for an incompressible and viscous newtonian fluid rotating about an axis with angular velocity
ω ptq, Navier-Stokes equations in the rotating frame become:$&%%
Bu
Bt   pu ∇qu


 Fb  ∇  rT  2% ω  u % ω  pω  xq  % dω
dt
 x
∇  u  0
. (2.4)
where u and x are respectively the velocity and position vectors with respect to the rotating frame (we have
dropped the rR notation for simplicity) and rT is the stress tensor:
rT  p I  µ∇u  p∇uqT	 , I  Identity matrix . (2.5)
where µ is the viscosity of the fluid and p its pressure. Observe that we can include in the pressure the
centrifugal force and conservative body forces, Fb  ∇h. Indeed, using Binet-Cauchy identity:
pa bq  pc dq  pa  cq pb  dq  pa  dq pb  cq , a,b, c,d P Rn ,
one can write:
}ω  x}2  pω  xq  pω  xq  }ω}2 }x}2  px  ωq2 .
Now, if we take the gradient and apply the vector identity:








 }ω}2 x px  ωqω  ω  pω  xq .
Defining a reduced pressure Π and a modified stress tensor T in the form:
Π  p  h %
2





Navier-Stokes equations reduce to:$&%%
Bu
Bt   pu ∇qu


 ∇  T  2% ω  u % dω
dt
 x
∇  u  0
. (2.7)
Our model supposes that the rate of change in angular velocity is negligible, so Euler force can be left out
of Navier-Stokes equations. Indeed, since we will be working in regimes where the Reynolds number is small,
there will be time for diffusion of vorticity to occur provided that deformation is sufficiently slow, leading to
an almost solid-body rotation. This allows us to neglect the ficticious force arising from the variable rate of
rotation of the frame of reference:$&%%
Bu
Bt   pu ∇qu


 Fb ∇p  µ∆u 2% ω  u % ω  pω  xq
∇  u  0
. (2.8)
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To study the relative importance of the different terms in (2.8), we write the equations in dimensionless form
by choosing appropriate length l, velocity U and time τ scales. The dimensionless variables are:
u  u
U
, x  x
l
, t  t
τ
, p  l
µU
p , ω  ωk , τ  l
U
, (2.9)
which yield, omitting asterisks:$&%Re
Bu









k uBo k pk xq
∇  u  0
, (2.10)
where:
Re is the Reynolds number (measures the relative importance between inertial and viscous forces).
Ek is the Ekman number (characterizing the relation between Coriolis and viscous forces).
Fr is the Froude´ number (gives the relation between inertial convective forces and body forces).
Bo is the Bond number (measures the relative importance between centrifugal and viscous forces).
k is a unit vector describing the droplet’s axis of rotation.
and the dimensionless numbers are defined as follows:
Re  ρUl
µ
, Ek  µ
ρωl2
, F r  U
2




Since the model will be used to describe small droplets (l ! 1) rotating with a not too large angular speed,
viscous, body and centrifugal forces dominate inertial and Coriolis forces, i.e. Re, Fr ! 1 and Ek " 1, so
Navier-Stokes equations (2.10) reduce to Stokes system:#
∇  T  0
∇  u  0 ô
#
µ∆u∇Π  0
∇  u  0 , (2.12)
which has to be applied to both the drop and the fluid surrounding it and complemented with the appro-
priate boundary conditions: the balance of forces at the interface and a kinematic boundary condition that
determines how the interface evolves with time. These ingredients will be added later in this chapter.
2.2. Conductors and insulators
In nature, the behaviour of matter immersed in an electric field depends on its internal structure and the
mobility of the electrons that constitute it. We can distinguish two main classes of materials attending to
how they react. For insulating (or dielectric) materials such as paper or glass, electrons are not allowed to
move freely and are toghtly bound to their orbits around atoms. For this reason, insulators become polarized
and resist electric charge fluxes, giving weak interactions with electrostatic fields. On the other hand, for
conducting materials, electrons can move freely from one atom to another, creating electric currents that
tend to reach an electrostatic equilibrium. Typical conductors are of metallic origin (copper and silver among
others), but one can also find many non-metallic conductors such as graphite and saline solutions. The basic
properties of a conducting object are:
1. The electric field inside a conductor vanishes (Einside  0) and thus all the charge accumulates on its
surface. This is a consequence of Gauss’ law.
2. The tangential component of the electric field at the surface of a conductor is zero (Et  0). Indeed,
taking a closed path Γ enclosing a patch of the surface:
and decomposing the field into its tangential and normal components:
E  Etpt  Enpn ,
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Figure 2.3: Path of integration for the electric field of a conductor.
we get: »
Γ
E  dl  Et∆l   En∆x 0∆l1  En∆x1 .
Now, take the limit ∆x,∆x1 Ñ 0, and since E is conservative:»
Γ
E  dl  0 ,
we obtain Et  0. In the case where the tangential component of E at the surface is initially non-zero
(there is no electrostatic equilibrium) then the charges will move until they reach the equilibrium state
corresponding to Einside  0.
3. The surface of a conductor is an equipotential surface, i.e., the electrostatic potential on it is constant.
As a consequence, the electric field outside the conductor is normal to the surface in a vicinity of it.
Figure 2.4: Electric field lines near the surface of a conductor.
Suppose that we introduce a conductor inside an external electric field E0 generated by a capacitor (for
example in the middle of two parallel plates subject to a potential difference). Then the charge distributes
over the surface so that the electric field that they generate cancels the effect of E0 inside the conductor. If
E1 is the field generated by the surface charge density on the conductor then, by the superposition principle,
the total electric field is:
E  E0  E1 .
We know that:
Einside  0 ñ E0,inside  E1inside .
What is the electric field, Eoutside, just outside the conductor? Consider a surface patch with area dA and
take a symmetric cylinder P with respect to this patch of infinitesimal height that traverses the surface of the
conductor and whose cross section coincides with that of the patch (this cylinder is called a gaussian pillbox ).








E  dS  En,outside dA  ñ En,outside  σ
ε0
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where σ is the surface charge density, ε0 the permittivity of free space and pn the outward unit normal to the
surface. Observe that the normal component of E exhibits a discontinuity at the surface of the conductor,
and that the discontinuity jump is:
rEns  En,outside  En,inside  σ
ε0
 0  σ
ε0
.
2.2.1. Relating curvature and charge density
One of the singularity formation processes studied in this thesis are Taylor cones, where interface curvature
and surface charge density values are both very high. The purpose of this section is to show with an example
how this two quantities are intrinsically related. The best way to illustrate this at the surface of a conductor
is to analyze the case where one has two conducting spheres of radii R1 and R2 joined by a conducting
wire. Since they are connected, both spheres have the same electrostatic potential. Using the formula for the
potential of a sphere we get:
V1  Q1
4piε0R1
 V2  Q2
4piε0R2
,


























from which we can conclude that the regions with small radii of curvature (high curvature values) have high
surface charge density values, making the electric field stronger there.
2.2.2. Electrostatic force on a conductor
In this subsection we derive the electrostatic force experienced by a conducting object due to the charge
stored on its surface. Consider a surface patch of charge, the total electric field can be written as:
E  Epatch  E1 ,
where Epatch is the electric field generated by the surface patch of charge and E
1 is the one created by the
other charges located on the surface. The question is: What is the force experienced by the patch due to
these other charges? Since by Newton’s third law the patch cannot exert a force over itself, then:
Fpatch  QpatchE1  σpatchApatchE1 .




To compute E1, given that the outward unit normal to the patch is n, consider again a gaussian pillbox P








Epatch  dS  ApatchEpatch,above  nApatchEpatch,below  n .
By a symmetry argument, the electric field created by the patch has to be the same with a sign change at a
fixed distance above and below it:
Epatch,above  Epatch,below .
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 2ApatchEpatch,above  n ñ Epatch,above  σpatch
2ε0
n ,
and the electric field created by the patch is discontinuous on its surface since:












n E1 , Ebelow  σpatch
2ε0
n E1 , E1  Eabove  Ebelow
2
.
and since we are working with a conducting object:
Eabove  σpatch
ε0
n , Ebelow  0 ñ E1  σpatch
2ε0
n .






2.2.3. Electrostatic potential energy of a conductor
Later in this thesis, we will use an energy minimization argument that requires the expression for the
amount of energy stored by a conductor. In what follows, a derivation of this energy is given in detail.
Consider a volume charge density ρ and a conservative electric field (E  ∇V). The electric potential over
a region Ω  R3 is described by the integral equation:





}x x1} dx . (2.14)




















Now, take Ω  Br p0q and make its radius tend to infinity. We know that in general, the electric field far
from a bounded charge distribution behaves like the field generated by a point charge, decaying like r2.
Similarly, the electric potential decays like r1 and the surface area of a sphere grows like r2. Then:»
BBrp0q
V pxqE pxq  dS  1
r
Ñ 0 when r Ñ8 ,





}E}2 dx , (2.15)
which tells us that the electrostatic energy for a charge distribution is stored in the electric field it creates.
Now, given a conductor that occupies a region D  R3 with surface charge density σ, consider its electrostatic
energy. Since E  0 inside D we have that, using the first Green identity, taking the outward unit normal
vector n to D and that:
























where we have used that V is harmonic outside D, the total charge stored on the surface of the conductor is
Q, V0 is the value for the electric potential on the surface and C is the capacitance, defined as follows:









σ dS  QV0 . (2.17)
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2.3. Capillary forces
This section is devoted to introducing capillary forces (originated due to surface tension) present at the
interface of two fluids. Surface tension is a phenomenon by which the interface between two immiscible
fluids behaves like a thin elastic film. Although similar situations arise in systems of the liquid-gas type (for
example, the free surface between the atmosphere and seawater) out interest lies in the liquid-liquid case.
This analogy was introduced by Young in 1805 and has since become a cornerstone to the theory of capillary
phenomena. Surface tension forces have units of force per unit length or energy per unit area and their main
purpose is to minimize the contact surface area between the fluids involved. These capillary forces come
from cohesive and repulsive intermolecular forces and act only on the interface for the following reason: if we
choose a molecule from the bulk of a fluid, the net force acting on it is zero, as all neighboring molecules exert
forces which cancel by symmetry. However, for an interface molecule, such molecule is subject to a net force
inwards as it is not completely surrounded by other molecules of the same fluid. An interesting result related
to surface tension is the spherical shape that fluid droplets take in the absence of external forces such as
gravity. The system assumes this form because the sphere encloses a given volume with the smallest surface
area. Also, capillary forces are used by many insects to their benefit in order to stand on top of liquids.
Given an interface between two fluids, its surface energy is defined as:
Earea  γA ,
where A is the interfacial area and γ ¡ 0 is the surface tension coefficient for the interaction of both fluids,
whose magnitude depends fundamentally on the temperature and physical properties of the fluids in contact.
For gas-liquid systems, the highest values of surface tension correspond to liquid metals, such as mercury
with γ
Hg




To derive the tangential and normal boundary conditions for the capillary surface between two fluids,
characterized by a surface tension coefficient γ, consider a patch of interface denoted by S and delimited
by the closed curve Γ. Suppose that for each point in the curve there exists a force acting in the binormal
direction b  t  n that tends to flatten S, where t is the unit tangent vector to the curve and n the unit
normal vector to the interface pointing from fluid 1 into fluid 2. Then, the following balance of forces must
hold over S: »
S
rT p1qpn  rT p2qn	 dS   »
Γ
γb dl  0 ,
Figure 2.5: Surface tension acting on a patch of interface between two fluids.
where pn  n and the stress tensors satisfy:»
S
rT p1qpn dS  hydrodynamic force exerted by fluid 1 on the interface ,
»
S
rT p2qn dS  hydrodynamic force exerted by fluid 2 on the interface .
Then: »
S
rT p2q  rT p1q	n dS   »
Γ
γb dl  0 .
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Now, Stokes theorem says that: »
Γ
F  dl 
»
Γ
F  t dl 
»
S
n  p∇ Fq dS .




pf  tq dl  d 
»
S
pn∇  f ∇f  nq dS .
Since d is arbitrary: »
Γ
pf  tq dl 
»
S
pn∇  f ∇f  nq dS .
Taking f  γn and using:
p∇nqn  1
2
∇ pn  nq  1
2






ppI nb nq∇γ  γn∇  nq dS .
Therefore, the balance of stresses can be written as:»
S
rT p2q  rT p1q	n dS  »
S
pγn∇  n pI nb nq∇γq dS ,
or equivalently: rT p2q  rT p1q	n  γn∇  n pI nb nq∇γ .
The projection matrix I nb n extracts the tangential component of any vector, giving:rT p2q  rT p1q	n  γn∇  n∇sγ ,
where ∇s is the surface gradient:
∇sγ  pI nb nq∇γ  ∇γ  BγBnn .
The normal component of the stress balance is:
n 
rT p2q  rT p1q	n  γ∇  n ,
and since ∇  n  2H (see [19] and [48]), one can write:
n 
rT p2q  rT p1q	n  2γH , (2.18)
where H is the mean curvature of the interface1. Now, the tangential component of the stress balance is:
t 
rT p2q  rT p1q	n  ∇sγ  t ,
representing the Marangoni forces produced by the surface tension gradients at the interface of the drop. In
our model the surface tension is considered to be constant and thus Marangoni forces are not present:
t 
rT p2q  rT p1q	n  0 .
Observe that decomposing the gradient into its tangential and normal components:
∇  ∇s  ∇n , ∇n  n pn ∇q , ∇s  ∇∇n  pI nb nq∇ ,
1The mean curvature is a geometric measure of how much a surface deviates from being flat. The criterion that we have
established for its sign is that the mean curvature is positive in those points where the surface curves away from the unit normal.
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then:
∇  n  p∇s  ∇nq  n  ∇s  n ∇n  n  ∇s  n ,
since ∇n  n  0 and consequently we can substitute the gradient with the surface gradient when computing
the divergence of the normal vector. Associated to surface tension, one has Young-Laplace equation estab-
lishing the pressure difference sustained across the interface between two stationary fluids. It is used in the
study of capillary equilibrium surfaces and is the stationary version of (2.18):









where δp is the pressure difference and R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of the interface.
2.4. The drop model
We are interested in the evolution, stability and equilibrium configurations of a viscous and conducting
drop surrounded by another viscous and insulating fluid when both fluids rotate about a common axis (i.e.
the z axis) with angular velocity ω ptq  ω ptqk. Working in a rotating frame, Navier-Stokes equations for an
incompressible fluid with viscosity µi, density %i, reduced pressure Π







 ∇Πpiq   µi∆upiq  2%i ω  upiq , in Di ptq
∇  upiq  0 , in Di ptq
, (2.20)
where D1 ptq is the region enclosed by the droplet and D2 ptq that of the surrounding fluid.
Figure 2.6: Physical properties for the drop and the surrounding fluid.
In the absence of body forces, Fb  0, the reduced pressure (2.6) in cylindrical coordinates is:
Πpiq  ppiq  %i
2
}ω  x}2  ppiq  %i
2
}ω}2 }x}2 sin2 θ  ppiq  %i
2
ω2r2axis , i P t1, 2u , (2.21)
where ppiq is the pressure and raxis the distance from point x to the axis of rotation. Introducing the droplet’s
angular momentum L one gets:




axis , i P t1, 2u . (2.22)




r2axis dx . (2.23)
and the relation between the angular velocity and angular momentum is given by:
L  Iω . (2.24)
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Figure 2.7: Cylindrical coordinate system.
To non-dimensionalize (2.20), take a characteristic length l, velocity U and time scale τ  l{U so that:
u piq  u
piq
U
, x  x
l





Πpiq , ω  ωk , λ  µ2
µ1
, ζ  ρ2
ρ1
. (2.25)








 ∇Πpiq   λi1∆upiq  2ζ
i1
Ek
k upiq , in Di ptq
∇  upiq  0 , in Di ptq
, (2.26)
where the Reynolds and Ekman numbers appear:
Re  %1Ul
µ1
, Ek  µ1
%1ωl2
, (2.27)
We will study regimes where viscous forces dominate inertial and Coriolis forces, known in the literature as
Stokes or creeping flows. They occur when Re ! 1 and Ek " 1, giving:#
∇Πpiq   λi1∆upiq  0 , in Di ptq
∇  upiq  0 , in Di ptq
, (2.28)
to which we impose that the normal component of the velocity is continuous across the boundary:
up1q  n  up2q  n , on BD ptq , (2.29)
and the kinematic condition:
un  u  n , on BD ptq , (2.30)
with un being the normal velocity of the free boundary and n the outward unit normal to the drop.
Now, since the drop is considered an ideal conductor, the electric potential V must be constant inside the
drop and on its surface, and all the charge Q distributes over the boundary. Considering an external electric
field of magnitude E8 applied to the drop in the direction of its rotation acis, the electric potential satisfies
the following Laplace problem: $'&'%
∆V  0 , in D2 ptq
V  V0 , on BD ptq




, as r Ñ8
, (2.31)
where r  }x} and V0 has to be chosen so that the total charge is Q. At the drop’s interface, the surface
charge density σ is proportional to the normal derivative of the potential:
σ  ε0 BVBn , (2.32)
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with ε0 the permittivity of the surrounding fluid. To solve (2.28) we need to impose a boundary condition,
which is a balance of stresses between viscous, capillary, electrostatic and centrifugal forces at the interface











the balance is: 













n , on BD ptq , (2.33)
or written in terms of the angular speed:












n , on BD ptq , (2.34)
where ∆%  %1  %2 is the density difference, γ the surface tension and H the mean curvature. The stress
tensor has the form:
T
pkq







, k P t1, 2u . (2.35)
To make the boundary conditions (2.33) and (2.34) dimensionless, introduce the characteristic scales:
l  3
a
V0 , U  γ
µ1







T piq , raxis  raxis
l



























with ψ  1 ζ, one obtains, omitting overbars, the boundary condition:













n , on BD ptq , (2.39)
or in terms of the dimensionless angular speed:












n , on BD ptq , (2.40)
where χ is known as Rayleigh’s fissibility ratio. In this thesis we will describe the results in terms of the
parameters in (2.38). Notice that one can easily recover the physical values by solving for L, ω, Q, and E8.
Observe also that the process of making the equations nondimensional is not unique, and, in order to compare















Concerning the stationary problem (i.e. upiq is constant), all equilibrium solutions can be calculated by
solving the modified Young-Laplace equation:







, on BD , (2.41)
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, on BD , (2.42)
where D is the region enclosed by the drop and δΠ  Πp1qΠp2q is the reduced pressure difference across the
drop’s surface. Notice that this equation is the Euler-Lagrange equation of a particular energy functional. In
a variational framework, our problem reduces to the minimization of the total energy for the closed system:
Etotal  Earea  Ekinetic  W  δΠ pV  V0q , (2.43)
where δΠ pV  V0q is the constraint (δΠ plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier) so the volume of the drop is
V0, Earea is the energy due to surface area, Ekinetic is the rotational kinetic energy (plus or minus sign applied
for constant angular momentum or constant angular speed rotation respectively) and W is the electrostatic
energy. These energies can be obtained from:









}E}2 dx , (2.44)
where Ad is the droplet’s surface area. Since the electric field is conservative, E  ∇V, integrating by parts



















where C is the capacitance of the drop:













The boundary integral formulation
Once we have introduced the equations governing the evolution of a rotating drop, this chapter focuses on
the derivation of a boundary integral representation formula for the velocity field at the droplet’s interface.
This integral equation will be approximated numerically by means of the BEM later in this thesis to study
the evolution and stability of rotating drops and the effects of rotation on charged droplets or neutral drops
subject to an external electric field.
3.1. Green’s functions for Stokes flow
In this section we derive the fundamental solutions for Stokes equation using the Fourier transform method
explained in the appendix of this thesis. These solutions are the building blocks needed in the next sections




∇  u  0 , in R
3 . (3.1)
To calculate the Green’s functions for (3.1) consider the following fundamental problem:
 PFS 
#
µ∆u∇Π  b δx0
∇  u  0 , in R
3 . (3.2)
Physically, the solution to this problem represents the flow in an infinite region obtained by applying a point
force at x0 with direction b (represented by a Dirac’s delta function). We can decompose this problem into
three subproblems in the form:
 PFS k
#
µ∆Gk ∇Pk  δx0ek
∇ Gk  0
, in R3 , k P t1, 2, 3u ,
allowing us to write the solution of
 PFS  as:
u  Gb pô uj  Gjkbkq , Π  P  b pô Π  Pkbkq .
Taking Fourier transforms in
 PFS k one gets:$'&'%µ }ξ}
2 F pGjkq  iξjF pPkq  δjk e
i ξx0
p2piq 32
ξjF pGjkq  0
, k, j P t1, 2, 3u .
Solving the first equation:
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F pPkq   iξk e
i ξx0
p2piq 32 }ξ}2 , F pGjkq 
1




e i ξx0 .

















δjktSol. of ∆u  δx0u 
B2
BxjBxk
 tSol. of ∆2u  δx0u
 ,





i ξpx dξ   BBxk ptSol. of ∆u  δx0uq .





























To avoid the numerical factors rewrite the solution of (3.2) as:
uj pxq  1
8piµ
Gjk px,x0q bk
Π pxq  1
8pi
Pk px,x0q bk
, j, k P t1, 2, 3u , (3.3)
so the fundamental solutions are:
Gjk px,x0q  δjk}px}   pxjpxk}px}3
Pk px,x0q  2pxk}px}3
, j, k P t1, 2, 3u , (3.4)
and satisfy:
∆Gij px,x0q  BPjBxi px,x0q  8piδijδx0 pxq . (3.5)
The G kernel is known as Stokeslet (or Oseen-Burger’s tensor) and has the symmetry property:
Gjk px,x0q  Gkj px0,xq . (3.6)
Observe that as a consequence of the incompressibility condition we have:
∇  u  0 ô BGijBxi  0 ô ∇ G  0 . (3.7)
To finish, the fundamental stress tensor (or Stresslet) in R3 of a viscous fluid, Tijk, is given by:







 6pxipxjpxk}px}5 , i, j, k P t1, 2, 3u , (3.8)
allowing us to write:









Tijk px,x0q bj .
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3.2. The integral equation
Our mathematical model establishes that the droplet and the fluid surrounding it are both incompressible
and satisfy Stokes equations:#
µi∆u
piq ∇Πpiq  0 , in Di ptq
∇  upiq  0 , in Di ptq
, i P t1, 2u . (3.9)
Since the boundary integral formulation is used as a fundamental tool in this work, we have decided to include
here, for the sake of clarity and as a reference to the reader, some relevant results necessary to derive it, which
are well known in the literature [56].
Theorem 3.1 (Lorentz reciprocal relation). Consider two incompressible newtonian fluids with velocities u
and u1, pressures Π and Π1, viscosities µ and µ1 and stress tensors Σ and Σ1. Then:
µ1
 
u1  p∇  Σq µ  u   ∇  Σ1  ∇   µ1Σu1  µΣ1u .
Proof. We have:
















































Multiplying the first relation by µ1 and the second by µ and subtracting we obtain the desired result. 





xj pΣnqi dS 
»
D
xj p∇  Σqi dx ,





xj pΣnqi dS .





























xj p∇  Σqi dx .
When the fluid satisfies Stokes equation, ∇  Σ  0, proving the last statement of this proposition. 










nk dS  0 .
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Since u and u1 are solenoidal: Buk
Bxk  0 ,
Bu1k







BxkBxi dx  0 .

Proposition 3.3. Given a regular domain D  R3 the Stokeslet satisfies:»
BD
Gij px,x0qni pxq dS  0 .
Proof. Since the Stokeslet is divergenceless (3.7):
∇ G  0










Bxi px,x0q dx 
»
BD
Gij px,x0qni pxq dS .

Proposition 3.4. The Stresslet satisfies the relation:
BTijk
Bxk  8piδijδx0 pxq , in R
3 .





Tijk px,x0qnk pxq dS 
$''&''%
δij , x0 inside D
δij
2
, x0 P BD
0 , x0 outside D
.















 BPjBxi  ∆Gij  8piδijδx0 pxq ,
by virtue of last proposition and (3.5). To complete the proof, it suffices to take integrals and use the
divergence theorem together with the following property of the Dirac delta function:
»
D
δx0 pxq dx 
$'&'%
1 , x0 inside D
1
2 , x0 P BD
0 , x0 outside D
.






Tijk px,x0qnk pxq dS 
» PV
BD
Tijk px,x0qnk pxq dS 	 4piδij , (3.10)
where the minus sign applies when x0 tends to BD from the inside the domain and the plus sign when
the convergence is from the outside. All these results are the necessary ingredients to obtain the boundary
integral formulation sought.
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Consider a fluid satisfying Stokes equation with viscosity µ, velocity u and stress tensor Σ and let u1 and





Gij px,x0q bj , Σ1ki pxq 
1
8pi
Tkji px,x0q bj ,
where:
∇  Σ1  δx0b . (3.11)
Using the Lorentz reciprocal relation for this fluid, i.e. µ  µ1, we get:
u1  p∇  Σq  u   ∇  Σ1  ∇   Σu1  Σ1u .
Since u and Σ satisfy Stokes equation, we have that ∇ Σ  0, and using (3.11), the above identity becomes:
u  b δx0  ∇ 
 
Σu1  Σ1u .
Taking into account the symmetry of T, G and Σ:
u  b δx0 
1
8piµ
∇  pGΣbq  1
8pi
∇  pu  Tbq  1
8piµ
∇  pGΣq  b 1
8pi
∇  pu  Tq  b .




∇  pGΣq  1
8pi
∇  pu  Tq ,
and integrating over a control volume D to use the divergence theorem:»
D









ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS .
If the traction at the boundary is defined as:
f pxq  Σ pxqn pxq , x P BD ,
then we can write:»
D









ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS . (3.12)
Suppose now that x0 is inside D, then the equation (3.12) transforms into:








ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS . (3.13)









ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS . (3.14)
Finally, if x0 P BD, it is enough to take the limit in (3.12) when x0 approaches BD from the inside of D:


















Gij px,x0q fi pxq dS 
»
BD
Gij px,x0qhi pxq dS , (3.16)





ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS 
» PV
BD
ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS  4piuj px0q (3.17)
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In this way (3.15) yields:








ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS , x0 P BD , (3.18)
where the first and second integrals are known respectively as the single layer potential (SLP) and the double
layer potential (DLP). If we specify a value for the traction force f , our problem (3.18) reduces to a Fredholm
integral equation of the second kind for the velocity u on BD.
To obtain the integral equation for the velocity at the droplet’s interface, use the description (3.9) together
with the traction forces:
f pkq  T pkqnpkq , k P t1, 2u , (3.19)
where T pkq is the stress tensor for each fluid, determined by (2.35). At the interface we have:
u pxq  up1q pxq  up2q pxq , n pxq  np1q pxq  np2q pxq , x P BD ptq , (3.20)
where np1q and np2q are the unit outward normals to the drop and the surrounding fluid respectively. Taking















i pxqTijk px,x0qnp1qk pxq dS , (3.21)












i pxqTijk px,x0qnp2qk pxq dS .















i pxqTijk px,x0qnp2qk pxq dS . (3.22)
























ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS .
Taking the limit when x0 approaches BD ptq from the inside:




















ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS  4piuj px0q

,
and rearranging the equation:
uj px0q   1







ik pxq  T p1qik pxq
	
nk pxq dS
 µ1  µ2
4pi pµ1   µ2q
» PV
BDptq
ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS .
If we define the balance of stresses (traction junp) as:
f 

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one can write:
uj px0q   1
4pi pµ1   µ2q
»
BDptq
Gij px,x0q fi pxq dS
 µ1  µ2
4pi pµ1   µ2q
» PV
BDptq
ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS , i, j, k P t1, 2, 3u , x0 P BD ptq ,
(3.23)
which is the equation describing the evolution of the velocity field at the interface between the droplet and
the surrounding fluid. Observe that this integral equation is complemented in a natural way by the condition
(2.33) or (2.34) depending on whether rotation takes place at constant angular momentum or constant angular
speed respectively. Equation (3.23) can be made non-dimensional by scaling the variables as follows:
u  u
U
, dS  dS
l2
, f  l
γ
f , G  lG , T  l2T ,
resulting in:
4pi p1  λquj px0q  
»
BDptq
Gij px,x0q fi pxq dS  p1 λq
» PV
BDptq
ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS . (3.24)
and the traction jump variables:






















where we have dropped asterisks for clarity. A dimensionless number arises at this point, the Bond number
Bo, which measures the relative importance between centrifugal and capillary forces. Notice that a Bond









and since U  l
τ




3.3. Continuity properties of SLP and DLP
We finish this chapter proving the properties (3.16) and (3.17) used in the previous section. Given x0
inside D, consider the limit where the point approaches the boundary from the inside. To compute this limit,
focus on a small region of the smooth boundary, which can be approximated by a flat surface. Take the
modified boundary as the one that includes a half-sphere of radius ε centered at x0, Sε, and where the disk
Dε has been removed (see figure 3.1).





















Gij px,x0q fi pxq dS .
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Figure 3.1: Modified boundary to integrate the single and double layer potentials.
In spherical coordinates, the outward unit normal to the spherical cap Sε is:
n pxq  x x0}x x0} 
px
ε

















ik pxq  T p1qik pxq
	






Gij px,x0q fi pxq dS 
» PV
BD
Gij px,x0q fi pxq dS ,
proving that the SLP is continuous across the boundary. A similar and straightforward approach could be
used to prove the same result when the point tends to the boundary from outside the domain.























ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS .


























ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS 
» PV
BD
ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS  4piuj px0q ,
proving that the DLP has a discontinuity across the interface. Observe that with a similar argument one can





ui pxqTijk px,x0qnk pxq dS 
» PV
BD




The advantage of recasting the rotating drop problem into an integral equation over the drop’s interface
is what makes the BEM a suitable choice to simulate free boundary problems. Since we have to solve for the
velocity field on a surface, this technique simplifies the work by lowering the dimensionality of the problem
and decreasing the degrees of freedom. It also facilitates the discretization task, considering that it is always
easier to mesh a surface with triangles rather than filling a region of space with tetrahedra, as is the case when
using the Finite Element Method (FEM). The main drawback of boundary elements is that all the nodes
influence each other, giving rise to large and complex linear systems with dense matrices in comparison to the
sparse matrices obtained with finite elements, where nodes only affect their neighbours. These issues penalize
the performance with large processing times, which we speed up by making use of iterative methods, such as
the Generalized Minimal Residual Method (GMRES) developed by Yousef Saad and Martin H. Schultz [62]
in 1986, to solve the algebraic equations involved.
For this thesis two computer codes have been developed to study the evolution and stability of rotating
droplets. One imposes axial symmetry of the model with respect to the rotation axis and the other is capaple
of performing full 3D simulations. The axisymmetric version of the problem reduces velocity field calculation
to the approximation of elliptic integrals, since the azimuthal component of the integrals involved in the
boundary formulation can be explicitly expressed in those terms. Before giving any further details on the
numerical implementation, we move to introduce the steps followed to approximate the free surface problem.
4.1. The simulation algorithm
Given a time t ¡ 0, we start by discretising the free boundary BDptq into a mesh. Then, we calculate on
each node the centrifugal force, mean curvature, surface charge density and interface velocity together with
the drop’s moment of inertia and volume. Finally, we evolve the surface with the velocity field and adapt the
mesh to gain precision and avoid its degeneration. The steps of the algorithm to evolve the drop are:
1. Compute the drop’s volume and moment of inertia about the z-axis.
2. Calculate the mean curvature, centrifugal force and surface charge density on each node of the mesh.
3. Obtain the traction f and solve the interface velocity equation (3.23) with BEM.
4. Move the surface using an explicit Euler scheme:
xi 1  xi  ∆t  ui  n , ∆t  ti 1  ti .
Observe that we use the normal component of the velocity field at time ti, since the tangential component
only redistributes the nodes over the surface and thus can be removed.
5. Regularize the mesh if necessary. This step is crucial since the mesh may deteriorate as the drop evolves
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Notice how crucial the moment of inertia computation becomes, as it plays a key role when the evolution of
the system takes place at constant angular momentum. Observe also that in order to calculate the surface
charge density one has to solve another boundary integral equation with BEM. Indeed, since the electric
potential satisfies (2.31), it can be written as:





}x x1} dS , x P BD ptq , (4.1)
and this holds because the auxiliary potential rV  V   E8z solves:$'&'%
∆rV  0 , in R3zD1 ptqrV  V0   E8z , on BD ptqrV Ñ Op}x}1q , when }x} Ñ 8 ,




σ pxq dS . (4.2)
Since the value for the potential is V0 at the drop’s surface then:





}x x1} dS , x P BD ptq . (4.3)
Consequently, one has to account for two different contributions to the surface charge density: the charge
density created by the amount of charge Q that the drop holds on its surface, and the ficticious density
induced by the action of a uniform external electric field of magnitude E8 in the z direction. To obtain the
surface charge density σ that solves (4.3) we use the superposition principle to write:
σ  σ0V0   σind , (4.4)
where σind is the surface charge density induced by the external electric field and σ0 the one corresponding to
a potential of V  1. The values for σ0 and σind can be computed by solving the following integral equations:











}x x1} dS , x P BD ptq . (4.6)




σ0 pxq dS  Q .
Observe that we have used Gauss’s law to get:»
BDptq
σind pxq dS  charge generating E8 enclosed by BD ptq
ε0
 0 ,
since the external electric field is not generated by charges inside the droplet.
In the next sections we will describe in detail how to discretize the velocity and surface charge density
integral equations to use BEM, the algorithms implemented to calculate the mean curvature and surface
charge density together with the ones for the drop’s moment of inertia and volume. We also explain the
techniques employed to regularize the mesh. For our simulations we have used two codes based on the
general principles sketched above. In the simplest one, axial symmetry is assumed and explicit integration
of the boundary integrals in the azimuthal coordinate θ is performed. The other code does not assume any
kind of symmetry and deals with the full 3D problem.
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4.2. The axisymmetric problem
In this section we will describe how the numerical algorithm is implemented when axial symmetry with
respect to the rotation axis is imposed on the problem. To discretise the boundary in the counter-clockwise
direction, we use a family of segments tSjuN1j1 and nodes tprj , zjquNj1 as shown below:
Si  tpr, zq : r pzq  ri 1  ri
zi 1  zi pz  ziq   ri , z P rzi, zi 1su , i P t1, . . . , N  1u .
Figure 4.1: Axisymmetric mesh.
4.2.1. Volume and moment of inertia
We deal here with the formulas to approximate numerically the volume and moment of inertia with respect














ρ dρ dz  pi
» zi 1
zi




r2i   riri 1   r2i 1

, (4.7)









r4i   r3i ri 1   r2i r2i 1   rir3i 1   r4i 1

. (4.8)
Observe that if the boundary is discretised in the clockwise direction, the final values for the volume and
moment of inertia change sign. This method of approximation is known as the trapezoidal method, which
considers the truncated cones that result from revolving the segments Si about the z axis.
An alternative approach is to use the method of cylinders, based on the approximation by the cylinders







rz dr  2pi
N1¸
i1




r2 dx  2pi%1
»
D1ptq
r3z dr  2pi%1
N1¸
i1
prmi q3 |pri 1  riq zmi | , (4.10)







, i P t1, . . . , N  1u .
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As a validation, we have compared the results obtained with these approximations and the known values
for the volume and moment of inertia of a sphere with unit radius and density to show in figure 4.2 that the




resulting in a quadratic convergence.













Volume with cylinders method
Volume with trapezoids method

















Inertia with cylinders method
Inertia with trapezoids method
slope = -2slope = -2
Figure 4.2: Volume and moment of inertia computation with different methods.
4.2.2. Mean curvature
To compute the mean curvature H on each node, we introduce two standard procedures. The first



























where t is the unit tangent to the curve, n is the outward unit normal, κ is the usual curvature of the profile









where nr is the radial component of the normal. One can write:
2H  nr
r
  κ  κaxi   κ , (4.11)
The second technique consists in approximating the curvature of the profile curve at each node with the
inverse of the radius of the circumcircle that contains the current node and its neighbors. From figure 4.3 the






 κ pxiq .
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Figure 4.3: Circumcircle passing through node xi and its neighbors.
Now, to compute κaxi take the displacement vector:
v  xi 1  xi1 ,
as shown in figure 4.4 to get:
κaxi pxiq   dz
ri
?
dr2   dz2 , v  pdr, dzq , xi  pri, ziq .
Observe that for the initial and final nodes x1 and xN , since they are located on the axis of rotation, symmetric
and virtual nodes must be considered:
x0  pr1, z1q , xN 1  prN , zN q .






























 z2 p0q ,
where we have used that z1 p0q  0. Thus:
κ pxiq  κaxi pxiq , i P t1, Nu .
Figure 4.4: Approximate tangent vector at point xi.
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4.2.3. The surface charge density
Consider an axisymmetric drop of conducting fluid that holds an amount of charge Q on its surface. In






}x x0} dS , x0 P BD ptq ,
with h  σ0 if g  1 and h  σind for g pxq  E8z. Take a profile curve Γ in the OXZ plane and two points:
x  pr cosφ, r sinφ, zq , x0  pr0, 0, z0q P Γ ,
where px  x x0. One can write:»
BDptq
1











4rF pkqbpz2   pr   r0q2 dl ,






1 k2 cos2 φ , k
2  4rr0pz2   pr   r0q2 , 0   k2   1 . (4.12)
Discretize Γ into a collection of nodes txi  pri, ziquNi1 where the segment have arclengths and midpoints:
li 
b
pri 1  riq2   pzi 1  ziq2 , xmi  prmi , zmi q 
xi   xi 1
2
, i P t1, . . . , N  1u .
By symmetry, h is constant along a given parallel, and supposing that it is also constant over each segment:»
BDptq
h pxq










dl  rmj hj
» 2pi
0
dφxmi  xmj 







, Aij  ljrmj
» 2pi
0
dφxmi  xmj  , (4.13)
our problem reduces to the linear system:
g  Ah , gi  4piε0g pxmi q . (4.14)
4.2.4. The velocity field
In this subsection we will obtain the axisymmetric version of (3.23). Considering axial symmetry of the
problem about the z axis, which is actually the rotation axis, the boundary integral equation for the velocity
field simplifies, as the integrals that involve the azimuthal angle can be calculated explicitly in terms of elliptic
functions [56].
Fix a cylindrical coordinate system whose z axis coincides with the rotation axis, and the radial r axis
with the cartesian x axis. By a symmetry argument, all variables and physical properties of the system
are independent of the azimuthal coordinate φ and, since the inertial terms of Navier-Stokes equations are
negligible (remeber that we are working with Stokes flow), one can impose without loss of generality that the
azimuthal component of all vectors is zero (or constant), in particular the ones corrsponding to the velocity,
the normal vector and the traction force over the boundary:
uφ  nφ  fφ  0 .
Observe that this is possible due to the fact that the equations for the velocity components are decoupled,
allowing us to choose any possible solution for the azimuthal velocity without affecting the dynamics of
the system. This last hypothesis is not true when Coriolis force is included in Stokes system (in this case
the corrsponding equation for the radial velocity is coupled with the one for azimuthal velocity). Now, the
differential of area in cylindrical coordinates is:
dS  r dφ dl ,
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where dl is the arclength differential over the profile curve. In components, the vectors are:
f 
$'&'%
fx  fr cosφ




ux  ur cosφ




nx  nr cosφ
ny  nr sinφ
nz  nz
, (4.15)










































Txjx Txjy TxjzTyjx Tyjy Tyjz
Tzjx Tzjy Tzjz
ΘT , (4.17)
we can use the symmetry property, Tijk  Tkji, to write:
TjΘ 

Txjx cos2 φ  Tyjy sin2 φ  Txjy sin p2φq Txjz cosφ  Tyjz sinφ




The equation (3.23) becomes:

















Now, take the profile curve Γ in the OXZ p φ0  0q plane and the points:
x  pr cosφ, r sinφ, zq , x0  pr0, 0, z0q P Γ ,
with: px  x x0 , }px}2  pz2   r2   r20  2rr0 cosφ  ∆ .
In compact form:
4pi pµ1   µ2quβ px0q  
»
Γ
fα pxqMαβ px,x0q dl  pµ1  µ2q
»
Γ
uα pxq qαβγ px,x0qnγ pxq dl ,
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Define the integral:















2 cos2 φ 1n
p1 k2 cos2 φqm2




ppz2   r2   r20  2rr0 cosφqm2 dφ 
» 2pi
0

































2 cos2 α 1n
p1 k2 cos2 αqm2
dα .






1 k2 cos2 φ dφ . (4.21)
To calculate M recall that:
Gij px,x0q  δij}x x0}  























sin2 φ dφ 




Gxz cosφ Gyz sinφ dφ  r
» 2pi
0












Gzx dφ  r
» 2pi
0

















dφ  r  I10   pz2I30 .






























1 k2 cos2 φ dφ 
1
k2
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where:
k1
2  1 k2  px2k2
4rr0











Mrz  k pz?
rr0

F pkq   r










F pkq   r
2










2pz2   r2   r20F pkq  2pz4   3pz2  r2   r20   r2  r202px2 E pkq

.
Consider now the coefficients of tensor q. Recall that:
Tijk px,x0q  6 pxi  x0,iq pxj  x0,jq pxk  x0,kq}x x0}5
,













Txzx cos2 φ  Tyzy sin2 φ  Txzy sin p2φq dφ  6rpz  r2I50   r20I52  2rr0I51 ,
qzzr  qrzz  r
» 2pi
0




Tzxz dφ  6rpz2 prI51  r0I50q ,
qzrr  qrrz  r
» 2pi
0




Txxx cos2 φ  Tyxy sin2 φ  Txxy sin p2φq dφ 
 6r  r3I51   rr20 p2I51   I53q  r30I52  r0r2 pI50   2I52q .
When approximating elliptic functions, one can use the following recursive relations [18]:



























A different way is to employ the polynomial approximations in [1]. Notice that, when x is close to x0, k tends
to 1 and F gets an infinite value. To study the behaviour of M use the asymptotic expansions:






       ln px     , E pkq  1     ,
obtaining that the off-diagonal coefficients of M take finite values, whereas those on the diagonal present
logarithmic singularities Mrr  2 ln px     and Mzz  2 ln px     .
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4.3. The 3D problem
This section presents in detail all the steps necessary to implement the numerical method that simulates
drop evolution in 3D. We start by discretising the surface of the drop with a triangle mesh M  pV,Fq,
formed by a family of vertices V  tV1, . . . , VNu and faces F  tF1, . . . , FMu so that:




Figure 4.5: Triangle mesh.
A triangle facet Fm P F is defined by three vertices:
Vm  tV 1m, V 2m, V 3mu ,
and any point xm inside that triangle can be described with barycentric coordinates:
xm  xm pτ q  τixim ,
3¸
i1
τi  1 , τ  pτ1, τ2, τ3qT ,
where xim are the coordinates of V
i
m. Given a vertex Vn P V, the set of triangles sharing that vertex is:
Fn  tF 1n , . . . , FNnn u  tFm P F | Vn P Vmu ,
and its degree:
deg pVnq  # pFnq  Nn .
For any vertex Vn P V and triangle Fm P F with Vn P Vm, define I pm,nq as the unique integer satisfying:
V Ipm,nqm  Vn .
Another important concept is the adjacency function A which is defined as follows:
A : V VÑ t0, 1u , αij  A pVi, Vjq 
#
1 , if Vi and Vj are connected by an edge
0 , otherwise
.
Now, any scalar property f : BD ptq Ñ R can be approximated by a function f˜ : P ptq Ñ R which is linear
over each triangle of the mesh. With this assumption, one can calculate the value of the function at any
point inside a triangle Fm P F just by knowing the barycentric coordinates of that point and the values of
the function at the triangle vertices:





Using a gaussian quadrature formula with G points, the integral of a scalar function over the interface is:»
BDptq
f pxq dS 
»
Pptq
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where wp are the weights, Am is the area of triangle Fm and pτp1 , τp2 , τp3 q are the barycentric coordinates of
the gaussian point p. The area of the triangles is:
Am 












 , w 
w1...
wG
 , Tip  τpi . (4.24)
Figure 4.6: Gaussian quadrature points to interpolate a function over a flat triangle.
4.3.1. Volume and moment of inertia
To deal with the evolution of rotating droplets at constant angular momentum, one needs to compute their
moment of inertia when the boundary is approximated by a triangle mesh. A simple and efficient numerical
algorithm, which is described in detail in [40], is briefly introduced here for this purpose. The moment of




px2   y2q dx ,
where D1ptq is the region occupied by the droplet. To calculate this integral, consider Pptq as the polyhedral
solid approximation of D1ptq whose facets F are triangles. Thus, Pptq can be conceived as a signed sum of
tetrahedra, CPptq, where its elements are constructed from the origin to the vertices of each of the triangle
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facets F P F . The sign of the contribution for each tetrahedron T , pT q, is determined by the dot product
between the barycenter of the facet and the outward unit normal vector to that triangle, namely:
pT q  sign pbF  nF q .
Figure 4.7: Tetrahedron defined to compute the moment of inertia.









px2   y2q dx ,
which can be precisely computed as the integral of an homogeneous quadratic polynomial fpx, y, zq (in our
case fpx, y, zq  x2   y2) over a tetrahedron T P CPptq whose surface triangle vertices
 














  f  V F2   f  V F3   f  V F1   V F2   V F3  ,
where νpT q is the signed volume of the tetrahedron T :
ν pT q   pT q
det  V F1 , V F2 , V F3 
6
.








The accuracy of this method has been tested to measure its convergence for spheroids and ellipsoids, and














Area pF q ,
with h the maximum edge length, regarding each triangle as being equilateral.
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Figure 4.8: Volume and moment of inertia computation for an oblate spheroid with semiaxes a  4 and c  1.
4.3.2. Mean curvature
Throughout the literature, one can find many different techniques to compute the mean curvature of a
surface described by a triangle mesh [67]. The method that we will use here is called the iterative paraboloid
fitting method and is described in detail in [75]. The basic idea is to calculate the mean curvature at each
node of the mesh by approximating the surface locally, with the least-squares method, by a paraboloid, and
taking for the mean curvature at that vertex the one for the paraboloid.
Suppose that we want to calculate the mean curvature at point P . Set local coordinates at that point
(make P the origin) and take the z-axis in that frame to be the normal vector. Then we look for:
z  f px, yq  Ax2  Bxy   Cy2  Dx  Ey , (4.25)





Ax2i  Bxiyi   Cy2i  Dxi   Eyi  zi
2
x2i   y2i   z2i
, NP  number of neighbors of P , (4.26)
where r¯i  pxi, yi, ziq are the local coordinates of the neighbor point Pi. The weights wi 
 
x2i   y2i   z2i
1
in
F are taken so that the closest neighbors contribute the most. However, the normal vector at P is not known
a priori, so the method should be implemented to be iterative. To start the method, take as an approximation
to the normal vector at vertex P the one corresponding to the previous evolution time step, nt∆tP . For the
initial time t  0, since we start our simulations from nearly spherical droplets, the approximation to the
normal can be chosen to be the normalized position vector of vertex P . Now, set a coordinate frame centered
at P , with that approximate normal as its z-axis, and find the paraboloid which passes through P and best
fits its neighbors. The new normal to this paraboloid is then used as the new z-axis and this process is
repeated until convergence is reached. Then, the mean curvvature and the normal vector at point P are
given by the resulting paraboloid.
Figure 4.9: Paraboloid that best fits P and its neighbors.
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Given a surface in the form z  fpx, yq, where px, y, zq are the relative coordinates to P in the frame






















































At point P , r¯
P
 p0, 0, 0q, and thus:
HP 
DEB   1 D2C   1  E2A
p1 D2   E2q 32
, KP  4AC B
2
p1 D2   E2q2 . (4.27)






















 p0, 1, Eq .
To set nt∆tP as the z-axis of the local frame, perform a rotation in space of angle φ  180 about the axis:
h  pz  nt∆tPpz  nt∆tP  , pz  p0, 0, 1q , (4.29)
by applying Rodrigues’ rotation formula [74]:
vrot  v cosφ  ph vq sinφ  h ph  vq p1 cosφq ,
where vrot is the rotated vector.
Figure 4.10: Rotation of vector v and angle φ about the h axis.
Observe that to avoid
pz  nt∆tP   0 one could set:
h  p1, 0, 0q whenever pz  nt∆tP  ! 1 .
Now, all neighbor nodes must be expressed in the local frame:
r¯i  rP  ri
r¯i,rot  2h ph  r¯iq  r¯i
, (4.30)
and to minimize F we proceed in the usual way:
F  F pA,B,C,D,Eq minimum ô ∇F  0 . (4.31)
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An important observation about this method is that it requires all the nodes of the mesh to have at least 5
neighbors in order for the paraboloid fit to work properly, since (4.25) has that number of free parameters.
Algorithm 1 Mean and gaussian curvatures computation
1: Let n0  nt∆tP be an initial approximation to the outward unit normal at P .
2: iÐ 0.
3: repeat
4: Choose local coordinates with origin at P and the z-axis along ni.





Ax2i  Bxiyi   Cy2i  Dxi   Eyi  zi
2
x2i   y2i   z2i
, NP  number of neighbors of P .




1 D2   E2 ,
as a new approximation in the rotated frame.
7: Return the normal to the original frame:
ni 1  2h ph  nP q  nP .
8: iÐ i  1.
9: until }ni 1  ni}   ε.
10:
HP Ð
DEB   1 D2C   1  E2A
p1 D2   E2q 32
, KP Ð 4AC B
2
p1 D2   E2q2 .
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The accuracy of this method has been tested for spheroids and ellipsoid to find that the mean relative
error, rerels, follows the laws:
rerels 9 N0.937 , rerels 9 rhs1.875 , (4.33)










Area pF q ,








Area pF q ,
with h the maximum edge length, regarding each triangle as being equilateral.

































log(emaxrel )slope = -0.937
slope = 1.875
Mean curvature
Figure 4.11: Mean curvature for an oblate spheroid with semiaxes a  4 and c  1.
Finally, it is important to introduce the concept of radius of curvature, which plays a key role in the local
refinement and smoothing techniques implemented to regularize the triangle mesh as it evolves with time.
This property can be derived from the mean and gaussian curvatures in the following way: it is well known







, KP  κP1 κP2 ,
and thus can be computed by solving the quadratic polynomial:
x2  2Hpx KP  0 .






, κPmax  maxt
κP1  , κP2 u . (4.34)
4.3.3. The surface charge density
Before calculating the velocity field at the drop’s interface (3.23), one has to determine the surface charge















  1}x x1} , (4.35)
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where h  σ0 when g  1 and h  σind for g pxq  E8z. We have implemented two different algorithms to
invert numerically (4.35):


































mK px,xm pτ pqqAmwp ,
(4.36)











We know that for each i P t1, 2, 3u and Fm P F there exists an unique Vn P V such that:
him  hIpm,nqm  hn  h pxnq ,






τpIpm,nqK px,xm pτ pqqAmwphn .






τpIpm,nqK pxt,xm pτ pqqAmwp

hn  Atnhn , gt  g pxtq . (4.37)
Observe that, whenever we compute Atn such that Ft

Fn  H (in particular, if t  n), we need to
be very careful because K may diverge. Indeed, since xt and x
m pτ pq both belong to the same triangle
facet, their dstance may become zero. This results in an important source of numerical error if not
handled appropriately. To avoid it, we use a singularity removal technique. Take Fm P F and set the
collocation point x  xim P Vm (the collocation point is a vertex of Fm). Adding and subtracting the


























If we suppose that h is lipschitz continuous:
|h  x1 him| ¤ CK  xim,x1 ,






 himK  xim,x1 dS  pτpi  1qK  xim,xm pτ pqwpAmhim .
Now, we can easily derive an analytical expression for the second integral on the RHS of (4.38). Indeed,




















 h parctanh pcosϕ1q   arctanh pcosϕ2qq ,
where:
h  xim  xB sinϕ1 , cosϕ1   xim  xB  pxC  xBq}xim  xB} }xC  xB} .
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 himK  xim,x1 dS   pτpi  1qK  xim,xm pτ pqwpAm   Simhim ,







K pxt,xm pτ pqqwpAm   δtnSIpm,nqm . (4.39)
2. An alternative method is to use piecewise constant functions, i.e. consider the surface charge density











}bi  x1} dS 
¸
FjPF




}bi  x1} ,
where bk is the barycenter of triangle Fk. When i  j, the integral in Aii is singular but can be







}bi  x1} 
6¸
k1
ak log psecαk   tanαkq . (4.40)




Akij , Akij 
Area pTjkq
}bjk  bi} . (4.41)
Figure 4.13: Triangle subdivsion to compute surface charge density.
Once the surface charge density is known at the barycenters, its value at any vertex of the mesh can be
obtained by weighting over all the triangles sharing that vertex:








In terms of accuracy there are not significative differences between these two methods. The first one needs
less memory while the second is faster. For that reason, we have mainly used the latter, except on those
occasions where memory usage becomes critical.
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4.3.4. The velocity field
In this section we derive the linear system governing the velocity field at the drop’s surface. We know
that the integral equation at the interface is:
uj pxpq   1
4pi pµ1   µ2q
»
BDptq
Gij px,xpq fi pxq dS  µ1  µ2
4pi pµ1   µ2q
» PV
BDptq
























and the kernels have the form:
Tijk ppxq  Tijk px,xpq  6pxipxjpxk}px}5 , Gij ppxq  Gij px,xpq  δij}px}   pxipxj}px}3 , px  x xp .
For fluids with the same viscosity, µ1  µ2  µ, the velocity can be calculated without solving any system:




Gij px,xpq fi pxq dS . (4.42)
Now, setting the constants:
λS   1
4pi pµ1   µ2q , λD 
µ1  µ2
4pi pµ1   µ2q , β  1 4piλD ,
and using Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 to remove the singularities of both kernels at x  xp, we have:»
BDptq
Gij px,xpqni pxq dS  0 ,
» PV
BDptq
Tijk px,xpqnk pxq dS  4piδij ,
so one can add and subtract ui pxpq and fi pxpq in (3.23) to yield:
βuj pxpq   λD
» PV
BDptq
pui pxq  ui pxpqqTijk ppxqnk pxq dS  λS »
BDptq
Gij ppxq pfi pxq  fi pxpqq dS .
Equivalently, we can drop principal values:
βuj pxpq   λD
»
BDptq
pui pxq  ui pxpqqTijk ppxqnk pxq dS  λS »
BDptq
Gij ppxq pfi pxq  fi pxpqq dS . (4.43)





ui pxqTijk ppxqnk pxq dS  » PV
BD





Tijk ppxqnk pxq dS  ui pxpq» PV
BD
Tijk ppxqnk pxq dS  4piδij ,





pui pxq  ui pxpqqTijk ppxqnk pxq dS  » PV
BD
pui pxq  ui pxpqqTijk ppxqnk pxq dS .
Given a surface mesh with vertices and triangle faces, we will follow [75] to discretize (4.43). One can
approximate the surface integrals with virtual area elements Si by applying the trapezoidal rule:»
BDptq
φ pxq dS 
¸
ViPV




Area pFmq , (4.44)
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where xi are the coordinates of vertex Vi. Define pxlp  xl  xp and use the approximation rule to get:
βuj pxpq   λD
¸
lp
pui pxlq  ui pxpqqTijk
 pxlpnk pxlq Sl  λS ¸
lp
Gij
 pxlp pfi pxlq  fi pxpqq Sl ,
with i, j P t1, 2, 3u and p P t1, . . . , Nu. Now:
βuj pxpq   λD
¸
lp
pui pxlq  ui pxpqqTijk






Sl pδml  δmpqTijk
 pxlpnk pxlqui pxmq  Aimjp ui pxmq , (4.45)





 pxlp pfi pxlq  fi pxpqq Sl  λS ¸
lp
SlGij
 pxlp pfi pxlq  fi pxpqq  bjp , (4.46)
obtaining the linear system of 3N equations in 3N unknowns:
Aimjp ui pxmq  bjp , i, j P t1, 2, 3u , m, p P t1, . . . , Nu . (4.47)
We can write this system compactly in matrix form:
































Ui 3pm1q  ui pxmq , Bj 3pp1q  bjp , i, j P t1, 2, 3u , p,m P t1, . . . , Nu ,
Aimjp  Ats , s  i  3 pm 1q , t  j   3 pp 1q .
To finish this section we will analyze the structure of A. Since the matrix has dimensions 3N  3N , we
can see it as composed of block matrices of size 3 3 organized in N rows and N columns. The indices p and
m indicate the row and column location respectively of a 3  3 block matrix. Given p and m, the indices j
and i are the row and column respectively inside the 3 3 matrix. Schematically:
Aimjp  Bpm PM33 , A 
B11    B1N... . . . ...
BN1    BNN
 .
The diagonal elements of A are given by:
t  s ô pi jq   3 pm pq  0 ô i  j , m  p ,




 pxlpnk pxlq , Tiik  pxlp  6
px lpi 	2 px lpk
}pxlp}5 ,
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For the elements where i  j and m  p we have:




 pxlpnk pxlq , Tijk  pxlp  6px lpi px lpj px lpk}pxlp}5 .
Finally, for the case m  p we get:
Ats  Aimjp  λDSmTijk ppxmpqnk pxmq , Tijk ppxmpq  6px mpi px mpj px mpk}pxmp}5 .
4.4. Mesh adaption
Once the velocity field at the interface is known, the next step is to move the nodes with the normal
velocity. The tangential component of the velocity field is not considered because its only contribution is to
redistribute the vertices throughout the surface of the drop. The mesh vertices are thus updated with an
Euler explicit scheme:
xt ∆ti  xti  ∆t ui,n ni , ui,n  ui  ni , (4.48)
where ni and ui are respectively the unit normal and velocity at vertex Vi. It is crucial to choose the time
step adaptively in order to obtain a valid mesh, so that the resulting numerical method is accurate and stable.




}ui} , di  minVjPV
αij1
dij , dij  }xi  xj} .
When evolving the free surface, the capability of the mesh to approximate the interface may deteriorate
rapidly with time, especially in the cases where the geometry of the interface changes radically, for instance
when singularities such as cones or necks form. For this reason, the code must implement a number of
mesh regularization techniques based on previous works by Cristini, Blawzdziewicz, and Loewenberg [17] and
Vantzos [70] that allow the mesh to adapt to the evolving geometry of the interface. The aim of this section
is to describe these algorithms in detail.
4.4.1. Relaxing the mesh
Since one of the main interests of this thesis lies in the accurate description of singularity formation, one
requires high concentration of nodes in regions where necks or cone tips develop. This is achieved in two
different ways: first, we need to relax the mesh by moving the vertices to areas of the interface with high
curvature values, and second, a refinement algorithm has to be implemented to locally subdivide triangles
in critical regions. Here we will explain how the mesh is relaxed, leaving the description of the refinement
algorithm for a later subsection.
Given a surface mesh, the idea behind relaxation is to consider the edges as massless springs which can
move freely over the drop’s surface. The most basic operation in this sense is known in the literature as
laplacian smoothing, which is widely used in computational geometry and ensures uniform node distribution:
x
pn 1q










Since this operator has to be shape-preserving when applied to the mesh, the normal component of the
displacement must be subtracted from the equation. Additionally, we need to move the nodes to high
curvature regions, and to do so, the smoothing operator has to be modified:
x
pn 1q












, wij  1 C ρij
dij
, ρij  ρi   ρj
2
, dij  }xi  xj} , (4.50)
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and ρi, ρj are the radius of curvature at vertices Vi and Vj respectively. The displacement factor h has to be
taken small enough so that the mesh does not deteriorate:
h  min
ViPV
tmin tC1 di}∆mxij} , C2ρiuu , di  minVjPV
αij1
dij , C1, C2 P p0, 1q , (4.51)








| , Nedges  #V #F  2 ,
is minimized. In this case, all the edges must have their lengths approximately equal to Cρij . This smoothing
process is applied iteratively until a desired node configuration is reached.
4.4.2. Delaunay triangulation
When solving problems over a triangulated surface, it is important to avoid skinny triangles (those for
which the ratio of two of its edges is very small). These triangles can appear as the mesh evolves in time
and give rise to a source of error and instability for the numerical simulation. This issue can be tackled by
remeshing with a Delaunay algorithm, which maximizes the minimum angle of the triangles that approximate
the surface, provided that no vertex of the mesh lies inside the circumcircle of any mesh triangle. In particular,
for a plane meshed region, this maximization condition to obtain a Delanay triangulation can be expressed
in terms of the angles of the quadrilateral formed by two adjacent mesh triangles:
Figure 4.14: Delaunay condition.
Since we want to apply Delaunay algorithm to a surface mesh, we need to take into account dihedral
angles between the triangles, because they do not lie on the same plane. The dihedral angle φ between two
planes with unit normal vectors n1 and n2 is defined as follows:
Figure 4.15: Dihedral angle φ between planes.
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and given by the formula:
cosφ  n1  n2 .
So we have to modify Delaunay condition with:
ϕ1   ϕ3   |pi  ω1| ¡ ϕ2   ϕ4   |pi  ω2| , cosω1  n1  n3}n1} }n3} , cosω2 
n2  n4
}n2} }n4} . (4.52)
The remeshing algorithm loops over all the mesh edges, performing an edge flip whenever (4.52) is met, and
is repeated until there are no more edge flips.
Figure 4.16: Edge flip condition for surface triangles.
4.4.3. Mesh refinement
As the droplet evolves with time, regions of high curvature develop on its surface. In order to obtain a
detailed description of these new features, it is necessary to design an algorithm that allows us to refine the







where Am is the area of the triangle, Cr is a refinement constant and ρm is the mean radius of curvature of
the vertices forming the triangle. Observe that the right hand side is the area of an equilateral triangle of
edges with length Crρm. The refinement process is repeated until no triangle satisfies (4.53). This algorithm
is combined with mesh relaxation and Delaunay remeshing to obtain a good quality and smooth mesh:
Figure 4.17: Example of mesh regularization. Starting from left to right, we begin with a given mesh, then
we refine the areas of high curvature, we apply remeshing and finally relaxation.
When a mesh triangle is subdivided into three smaller triangles, a new vertex must be added to the surface
of the droplet. This is done by considering the barycenter of the triangle as a starting point and calculating
the normal projection of this point onto the three osculating paraboloids associated to the triangle vertices.
The mean of these projection will be tbe new mesh vertex.
Given a triangle with vertices V1, V2 and V3, its barycenter has the form:
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Figure 4.18: Surface triangle refinement.
where xi are the coordinates of vertex Vi. The normal at the barycenter is approximated by the mean of the
normals at the vertices of the triangle:
n  n1   n2   n3
3
.
Consider now the line that passes through b with direction n, rb,n, and the paraboloid P :
rb,n :
$'&'%
x  b1   λn1
y  b2   λn2
z  b3   λn3
, P : z  ax2   bxy   cy2   dx  ey .
The intersection of the line with the paraboloid is a straightforward computation:
b3   λn3  a pb1   λn1q2   b pb1   λn1q pb2   λn2q   c pb2   λn2q2   d pb1   λn1q   e pb2   λn2q ,
which reduces to a quadratic equation:
a2λ
2   a1λ  a0  0 , (4.54)
with:
a2  an21   bn1n2   cn22 ,
a1  2 pab1n1   cb2n2q   b pb1n2   b2n1q   dn1   en2  n3 ,
a0  ab21   bb1b2   cb22   db1   eb2  b3 .
Taking:
λ  mint|λ |, |λ|u , (4.55)
where λ  and λ are the roots of (4.54), the projetion of b onto the paraboloid is:
p  b  λn . (4.56)
Figure 4.19: Paraboloid projection of point b in the direction n.
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Evolution of rotating drops
In this chapter we will study the evolution and stability of rotating drops at constant angular speed or
constant angular momentum and focus on the formation of singularities that lead to changes in the topology
of the droplet. We start by introducing axisymmetric equilibrium configurations [6, 49, 2, 33] to validate the
simulations performed with our computer codes, and then, we move to describing the evolution and behaviour
of the system for different values of the rotation parameters (angular speed and angular momentum), firstly
for the axially symmetric problem, and finally for the full 3D model. All results included below have been
published in [25].
5.1. Axisymmetric equilibrium shapes
In order to obtain the equilibrium configurations for rotating drops, the velocity field has to be stationary
in (2.28), (2.33) and (2.34), from which one can easily deduce:
Πpiq  Ci is constant over Di , i P t1, 2u .
This condition yields, in the absence of electrostatic forces, the modified Young-Laplace equation:
δΠ  2γH ∆%
2
ω2r2axis , on BD , (5.1)
which has been studied in detail throughout the literature. One can highlight the works by Beer [6] and
Gulliver [33], where spheroidal and toroidal solutions were obtained respectively. To calculate axisymmetric
solutions of (5.1) with respect to the rotation axis, i.e. the z axis, it is sufficient to solve the problem for the
profile curve generating the surface, which can be described using cylindrical coordinates as:
Γaxi : x prq  rpr  z prq pk . (5.2)
Figure 5.1: Profile curve generating the axisymmetric surface about the z-axis.
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The tangent vector to this curve is:
t  dx
dr
 pr  z1 prq pk ,




 nrpr  nzpk .
We know that the mean curvature at the interface is given by:

















Following the nondimensional form of (3.25) we can write:


























 k  Ω2
2
r2 . (5.4)





 kr  Ω2
2
r3 .
We can scale this equation further to leave it in terms of a single parameter:
r 3c 2
Ω2
r , rz  3c 2
Ω2










 κr  r3 . (5.5)
Among the solutions to (5.5), we will explore first the ones that have the topology of the sphere. To obtain
these solutions, which are attained for values of κ P p8, 1.26s, it is natural to impose the initial condtions












This integral can be solved in terms of elliptic integrals [49]:

























1 l2 sin2 ϕ
,
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and the maximum equatorial radius of the drop solves:






























Figure 5.2: Solutions given by (5.6) for different values of κ P p8, 1.26s.
In order to compare the equilibrium shapes that result from the numerical simulation of the evolution
problem with the solutions of (5.5), it is useful to use the volume constraint to express the angular momentum
and angular speed of the drop as functions of κ:
1  V ol pr, zq  4pi
» rmax
0










r2rz1 prq dr .
This gives:




1 pfκ prqq2 dr , (5.7)
and the angular momentum has the form:
L  L pκq  ΩI pr, zq  4piΩ
» rmax
0


















1 pfκ prqq2 dr .
(5.8)
A family of toroidal solutions for (5.5), which we label as toroidal type I, is obtained when one imposes
the boundary conditions z1 prminq   8 and z1 prmaxq  8 as described in [33]. They bifurcate from the
family of equilibrium configurations with the topology of the sphere in the limiting case where the boundary
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conditions are z1 p0q  z2 p0q  0 and z1 prmaxq  8. Under these assumptions, from (5.4) one easily gets
that k  0, and imposing that the volume is V0  1, the bifurcation point occurs at Ω  4
a
pi
3 . To obtain







 dρ  » r
rmin






























z1 prq  fκ,rmin prqb
1 pfκ,rmin prqq2




















To compute rmax, the condition z
1 prmaxq  8 implies:
1  fκ,rmin prmaxq ,
which we can solve numerically with a Newton-Raphson algorithm. Once rmax is known, one can easily
calculate the desired solution by applying a Runge-Kutta method to (5.9) in the interval rrmin, rmaxs. Below
we show some of the toroidal solutions calculated with this method.









Toroidal type I solutions
Figure 5.3: Toroidal type I solutions for different values of κ.
A third family of axisymmetric solutions to (5.5), that we name as toroidal type II, is discussed in detail in
[2] and is characterized by a zero-thickness film of fluid in 0 ¤ r ¤ rmin with boundary conditions z1 prminq  0
and z1 prmaxq  8. These configurations, which also bifurcate from the family with the topology of the






 dρ  » r
rmin
ρ3   κ dρ , rmin ¤ r ¤ rmax .
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and rearranging one finds that:
z1 prq  hκ,rmin prqb
1 phκ,rmin prqq2


















where rmax is determined from z
1 prmaxq  8 to yield:
1  hκ,rmin prmaxq .
The solutions to (5.10) can be obtained with the same numerical method used for the toroidal type I family.











Toroidal type II solutions
Figure 5.4: Toroidal type II solutions for different values of κ.
5.1.1. The variational formulation
Sometimes it is interesting to study the equilibrium configurations of a problem as the solutions that
minimize a certain energy functional. In this subsection we show, using cylindrical coordinates and axial
symmetry, how (5.1) is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equations of the energy functional describing the
total energy of the rotating drop system.
When rotation takes place at constant angular momentum L, an initial turn is given to the droplet about
the z-axis and the system is let to evolve freely. In this case, the energies associated to the system are the
rotational kinetic energy and the surface energy, together with the constraint that the volume is conserved:
ELtotal  Esurface   Ekinetic  δΠ pV  V0q , (5.11)
where δΠ is the lagrange multiplyer such that the volume V of the drop is equal to V0. Alternatively,
if rotation takes place at constant angular speed ω, the system needs an external force that continuously
rotates the drop at that angular speed. The work done by an external force that generates a torque τ to





















dt  ωL pt1q .
Since L  ωI, where I is the moment of inertia of the drop, the external energy is:
Eexternal  ω2I ,
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and the total energy of a rotating drop at constant ω is:
Eωtotal  Esurface   Ekinetic  Eexternal  δΠ pV  V0q . (5.12)
Now, the surface energy is:
Esurface  γAd ,
where γ is the surface tension and Ad is the surface area of the droplet. The kinetic energy of the system is
the sum of the kinetic energy for the drop and that of the surrounding fluid:
Ekinetic  Edkinetic   Eokinetic 
1
2
ω2 pI   Iouterq , I  %1
»
D1




Figure 5.5: Cylindrical tank containing the drop.
Since the size of the drop is negligible with respect to the radius and height R of the cylindrical tank T
containing both fluids, one can consider the tank radius to be large but finite, and thus the moment of inertia
























Defining ψ  1 ζ, one gets for the kinetic energy:
Ekinetic  1
2
ψω2I   E0 ,
and since E0 is constant, it can be included in the total energy of the system with no further consequence.
Theorem 5.1. Given the energies:
ELtotal  γAd   ψ
L2
2I  δΠ pV  V0q , E
ω
total  γAd 
1
2
ψω2I  δΠ pV  V0q ,
the Euler-Lagrange (EL) equation for these functionals is (5.3).
Proof. We will derive the EL equation for Eωtotal, since the first variation for both energies is the same:
δELtotal  γδAd  ψ
L2
2I2 δI  δΠδV  γδAd  ψ
1
2
ω2δI  δΠδV  δEωtotal ,
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yielding the same stationary points. However, notice that the second variations of the energies differ, so there
may be stationary solutions which are minima for ELtotal and not for E
ω
total:
δ2Eωtotal  γδ2Ad 
1
2
ψω2δ2I  δΠδ2V ,
δ2ELtotal  γδ2Ad  ψ
L2
2I2 δ
2I  δΠδ2V   ψL
2
I3 pδIq











1  pz1 prqq2 dr , I  4pi%1
» rmax
0
r3z prq dr , V  4pi
» rmax
0
rz prq dr .






1  pz1 prqq2 dr  2pi∆%ω2
» rmax
0












































r3z prq dr  δΠ
» rmax
0


















which gives (5.4) as desired. 
5.2. Evolution & stability
In this section we carry out an analysis to discuss the evolution of rotating drops both at constant
angular momentum or constant angular speed. For each situation, first the behaviour of axisymmetric
drops is considered, and then, the general 3D evolution is described. We also validate the computer code
implemented to solve the evolution problem by comparing in figure 5.2 the axisymmetric solutions to (5.1)
with the equilibrium configurations resulting from axisymmetric simulations. It is clear from this comparison
that there is an excellent agreement with results.
In what follows, all numerical experiments that impose axial symmetry start from a spherical drop of unit
volume, viscosity ratio λ  0.1 and surface tension γ  1. For the 3D case, and starting also from a spherical
drop of unit volume, the surface tension is left unchanged and the experiments deal with different values for
the viscosity ratio.
5.2.1. Rotating drops at constant Ω
The mechanism of evolution for an axisymmetric rotating drop at constant Ω can be explained as follows:
Starting from Ω  0 and increasing its value, the drop attains a spheroidal-like equilibrium solution for
values of the angular speed 0 ¤ Ω ¤ Ω, where Ω  4.3648 . . ., as shown in figure 5.2.
When Ω is above the critical value Ω, there are no more equilibrium solutions and the drop becomes
unstable, developing a hole and elongating to infinity in finite time. This singular behavior, discussed
in detail in [37], consists in the formation of a toroidal rim of fluid with a thin film inside. According
to [37], the radius of the toroidal rim grows as rmax  Oppt0  tq 12 q, i.e. blows up in finite time. The
minimum thickness hmin of the inner film vanishes at t0 and its behaviour is characterized by a second
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Evolution at constant Ω
Evolution at constant L
Figure 5.6: Bifurcation diagram of equilibrium shapes for axisymmetric rotating drops. Theoretical curves
(continuous line) together with asymptotic values, for t Ñ 8, of an initially spherical drop evolving at
constant Ω (asterisks) or at constant L (dots).
kind self-similar solution. It follows the law hminptq  Oppt0  tqppΩqq with p  4.1236 in the limit
Ω Ñ 8 (or equivalently, when surface tension is neglected and Bo Ñ 8). In fact, the divergence of
rmax follows from the following argument in [37]: assume that the shape consists of a disc of radius
βptq and thickness hpr, tq, surrounded by a toroidal rim with a tube radius Rptq. Then, the evolution























Rptqδ pr  βptqq
, (5.13)
where ur pr, tq is the radial velocity and δ is the Dirac delta function. The last term on the right-hand
side of the second equation in (5.13) models the force that the toroidal rim exerts on the film. If we
search for self-similar solutions to (5.13), from dimensional arguments one finds that they must have
the form:
hpr, tq  pt0  tqpf

rpt0  tq 12
	
, urpr, tq  pt0  tq 32 g

rpt0  tq 12
	
, (5.14)
where p is a free parameter depending on Ω. The solution (5.14) implies that the radius of the disc βptq
blows up at a rate pt0  tq 12 . Our numerical results for the growth of the drop’s size rmax, blowing up
at the same rate as βptq, support the results in [37] for the lubrication system (5.13) (see figure 5.8) up
to the maximum drop extension reachable with our method.
It is worth noting that the solutions representing a torus escaping to infinity in finite time cannot be a
valid approximation to the real situation at all times. The reason is that velocity blows up at finite time
and therefore inertial terms neglected under Stokes approximation will necessarily become dominant at some
time. Then, the fluid particles will at most move with a centrifugal acceleration, so that their distance rptq
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yielding rptq ¤ CeΩt. Once a hole appears in the inner film, it will quickly retract and the resulting torus
will be subject to Plateau-Rayleigh instabilities leading to breakup into smaller droplets. The breakup of a
rotating torus will be discussed later in this section.










Figure 5.7: Evolution of a drop rotating at constant Ω  10 for times t  0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5.






























Figure 5.8: Evolution of the drop’s equatorial radius at constant Ω  10 with t0  0.51.
We have seen that axisymmetric drops rotating at constant Ω, for Ω ¡ Ω evolve into the so-called (in
the notation introduced by Howell et al. [37]) pizza shape. In this evolution process, the film at the center
goes to zero in finite time as shown in [37]. Whether or not these axisymmetric shapes are stable or evolve
towards a different configuration was mentioned as an open problem. With our 3D boundary elements code
we have found that:
When Ω   Ω2 P p3.28, 3.31q the drop tends to an spheroidal-like axisymmetric equilibrium (the value
of Ω2 appearing in [11] corresponds, in our units to Ω2  3.24).
For Ω2   Ω   Ωap P p4.55, 4.59q an initially spherical drop evolves into an unstable peanut that elongates
infinitely in finite time. The drop becomes approximately axisymmetric about the r axis and one can
easily develop a thin jet model of the type described in [23], consisting in the following equations (we
have simplified the situation by considering only one fluid with viscosity µ and density %, although this
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where ur is the radial component of the velocity field, which is, at leading order, independent of z and
dominant with respect to the vertical component of the velocity, and the pressure is given by:







Observe that capillary forces are negligible with respect to centrifugal forces and only enter into play
at the tips of the peanut, resulting in the formation of a small droplet whose size decreases with time.
Figure 5.9: Thin jet model.
Theorem 5.2. The system of equations (5.15) admits self-similar solutions in the form:
h pr, tq  pt0  tqα f pξq , ur pr, tq  pt0  tqγ g pξq , ξ  pt0  tqβ r ,
with exponents α  14 , β  12 and γ   32 .
Proof. Suppose that we can find similarity solutions to (5.15) in the form:
h pr, tq  pt0  tqα f pξq , ur pr, tq  pt0  tqγ g pξq , ξ  pt0  tqβ r .
Introducing these expressions into the second equation of (5.15) one gets:
γ   β  1 , 0  αf  βξf 1   gf 1   1
2
fg1 , 1  d
dξ
,
and the first equation of (5.15) yields:
γ   3β  0 , %ω
2
3µ
ξf2  2ff 1g1   f2g2 .
This requires in particular that β  12 and γ   32 . We end up with the system:$''&''%











2ff 1g1   f2g2   f2g11 ,
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Substituting f into the second equation of (5.16) one obtains that λ  12 and α  14 . Finally, the




























g pξq  ξ
2















As in the axisymmetric case, one cannot expect an infinite growth of the drop in finite time, since
inertial terms in Navier-Stokes equations will necessarily become dominant before the drop spreads
out to infinity. The result will be that the neck grows up to some sufficiently large length and then,
Rayleigh-Plateau instabilities appear, breaking up the elongated drop in smaller droplets.
If Ωap   Ω   Ωsp P p4.69, 4.73q the initial configuration evolves towards a non axisymmetric pizza-like
shape (a torus with a thin film in the middle) that is also unstable.
Finally, for Ω ¡ Ωsp the drop turns into an axisymmetric pizza that evolves as described above.
Figure 5.10: Shapes resulting from the evolution of the rotating drop at constant Ω: Ω   Ω2 (top left),
Ω2   Ω   Ωap (top right), Ωap   Ω   Ωsp (bottom left) and Ω ¡ Ωsp (bottom right). They are not at the
same scale. The values of Ω2, Ωap and Ωsp have been obtained numerically.
5.2.2. Rotating drops at constant L
When a drop rotates at constant angular momentum, as is the case when it is mechanically isolated,
and axial symmetry is imposed, the system always converges to an equilibrium shape, implying that all
equilibrium solutions appear to be stable:
If 0   L   L  2.3755 . . . the drop tends to an spheroidal-like equilibrium solution. The critical
value L was determined numerically by taking into acount that its angular speed pairing in the LΩ
bifurcation diagram 5.2 is analytically known [64].
For any other value L ¡ L a subfamily of equilibrium solutions appear, that we denoted as toroidal
type II (see figures 5.2 and 5.11), consisting of a zero thickness film that connects a toroidal rim. A
natural question that arises is whether this zero thickness film develops a hole in finite or infinite time,
and if the hole develops in finite time, how the transition to toroidal type I solutions with the same
angular momentum takes place. Our numerical evidence is that the convergence to solutions with a
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zero thickness film occurs at infinite time, indicating that the transition to toroidal type I solutions is
impossible. It is interesting to note that the film thickness follows the asymptotic law:
hmin ptq  h p0, tq  C?
t
, (5.17)
and the interface profiles near the point where the film and toroidal rim meet satisfy a similarity law:
h pr, tq
hmin ptq  f





where f pξq is a similarity profile such that f pξq Ñ 1 as ξ Ñ 8 and f pξq  Aξ2 as ξ Ñ  8. The
radius r0 ptq is such that r0 ptq Ñ a as tÑ8, where a is the radius of the film.












Figure 5.11: Evolution of a drop at constant L  2.54558 for times t  0, 1, . . . , 6 and λ  0.1.
The evolution of the inner film can be easily described by means of an explicit solution of Stokes system
in polar coordinates [44]. To do so, and for the sake of simplicity, we will restrict ourselves to the
situation where there is no outer fluid present. One can seek for solutions in the form:#
uz  αzr2   βz3
ur  γrz2   δr3
. (5.19)
where the condition ∇  u  0 yields the relations:#
2γ   3β  0
4δ   α  0 ,
so that: #
pr  p2γ  2αq r
pz  p4α 4γq z
,
and therefore:
p  pγ  αq  r2  2z2 . (5.20)
The balance between capillary and centrifugal forces for a planar interface z  h pr, tq  hmin ptq are:









so that plugging in (5.19) and (5.20) we obtain:
pγ  αq  r2  2h2  2  αr2  2γh2  Ω2
2
r2
2αzr   2γrz  0
,
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Since the center of the drop, at r  0, moves in the vertical direction, it will follow the law:
dhmin
dt











2 , for t " 1 . (5.21)
In figure 5.12 we represent the evolution of h2min and compare it with a linear law for the last stages to
confirm the asymptotic law (5.21). Moreover, figure 5.13 depicts numerical profiles for t " 1 and the
same profiles rescaled according to (5.18) to show the convergence towards the similarity function fpξq.















Figure 5.12: Evolution of the inverse square of the film thickness at constant L  2.54558 and comparison
with a straight line for t " 1.








(a) Profiles without rescaling.















Figure 5.13: Profiles near the region where the thin film and the rim meet for t " 1. In 5.13(a) profiles are
depicted without scaling and in 5.13(b) the same profiles are represented after rescaling with the similarity
law. Note that self-similarity behavior for constant L ¡ L shows convergence to toroidal type II solutions.
It is well known since the works of Brown and Scriven [11] that bifurcations breaking axial symmetry
may take place for different values of L, leading to n-fold symmetries [11, 35]. We have used our 3D code to
validate and extend these results when rotation takes place at constant L:
For 0   L   L2 P p0.641, 0.642q drops evolve towards a stable spheroidal-like equilibrium shape.
When L2   L   L2 P p1.06, 1.10q axial symmetry breaks and drops tend to equilibrium shapes with a
2-fold symmetry, i.e. ellipsoids and peanut shapes.
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If L ¡ L2 interesting phenomena takes place as can be seen in figure 5.14. First, an initially spherical
drop deforms into an axisymmetric shape. Since these shapes are also unstable under non-axisymmetric
perturbations, after some time they destabilize and evolve very quickly towards a peanut shape, which is
also unstable since L ¡ L2 , and consequently the drop breaks up into smaller droplets. It is important
to remark that centrifugal forces near the breakup point are subdominant with respect to viscous
and capillary forces so that breakup occurs as theoretically described in [45] and [16]. Our numerical
simulations were able to follow the evolution very close to the breakup point, allowing us to see the
formation of two generations of necks (see figure 5.15).
























































































(e) t  14.16
Figure 5.14: Evolution of a rotating drop at constant L for L  1.41 and viscosity ratio λ  0.1.
Figure 5.15: Top pictures: shape of the rotating drop at constant L near the breakup point (t  14.55) for
L  1.41 and λ  0.1. The original drop has transformed into two big drops with a cascade of necks between
them. Bottom pictures: detail of the necks. Observe the formation of small droplets in the smaller neck at
the left.
Finally, we have estimated numerically that for L ¡ L3 P p1.74, 1.78q the dominant mode driving the
symmetry-breaking instability is 3-fold and, therefore, evolution leads to the formation of three necks
emerging from the center of the drop, breaking up into smaller drops at a finite distance from the center
(see figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.16: Shape of a rotating drop at constant L near the breakup point for L  3.54 and λ  1.
It is important to remark that with our analysis we could not find solutions developing into a n-fold
symmetry with n ¡ 3. As a curiosity, if we start the system with a torus as initial data, then for L   L2
there is a clear tendency to close the hole so that the drop tends to an equilibrium shape with the same
topology as the sphere. On the contrary, for L ¡ L2 the toroidal rim develops Rayleigh instabilities that lead















































































(d) Near the break-up point for L  2.83.




Rotational effects on conducting drops
The aim of this chapter is to study the effects that rotation has on conducting and viscous drops when
they are charged or subject to an external electric field parallel to the rotation axis. In each section, we start
first by introducing the main theoretical results known in the literature, and then, we present a numerical
analysis of the evolution problem using our BEM codes. We also develop theoretical models to approximate
equilibrium solutions and validate them with numerical simulations. The last section of this chapter tries to
give an answer to how rotation modifies the opening semiangle of Taylor cones, which are structures that a
droplet develops whenever it holds a very large amount of charge or a strong electric field is applied to it. All
results related to rotation at constant angular momentum will be published shortly in [28] because of their
physical relevance.
6.1. The effects of rotation on charged drops
To study the role that rotation plays on a conducting charged drop, one needs to understand first the effect
that charge has on the system. In this direction, Rayleigh showed in 1882 using a linear stability analysis
[58] that a spherical and conducting droplet with charge Q ¡ Qc on its surface becomes unstable, evolving
into a prolate spheroid that eventually ends up developing cone tips at the poles (known in the literature as
Taylor cones [68]). From these tips, thin jets of microdroplets are ejected, carrying about 30% of the total
charge from the mother drop but only 1% of its mass [20]. This phenomenon is applied nowadays to design
industrial processes such as electrospinning, electrospraying and mass spectrometry techniques.
We will show next a back-of-the-envelope calculation of this critical charge value. Consider a spherical drop
of radius R with charge Q on its surface. When the pressure jump δΠ at the interface between the droplet and
the surrounding fluid vanishes, the drop becomes unstable and electrostatic forces balance capillary forces.





For a sphere of radius R, volume V0 and unit normal n  er we get:








ñ H  1
R
.










which corresponds in dimensionless units (2.38) to χ  1.
Rayleigh’s analysis revealed not only χ  1, but a complete sequence of values for the charge at which
families of n-lobed shapes bifurcate from the main branch of spherical solutions (see figure 1.7):
Qn 
a




, n ¥ 2 . (6.3)
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In particular, when n  2, one obtains a spheroidal family branching at χ2  1:
Figure 6.1: First bifurcation point for charged conducting drops.
The main question that we will answer in this section is how the critical charge that a droplet can
sustain before becoming unstable varies with rotation. Another goal is to determine what happens with the
bifurcation point χ2 when rotation is considered.
6.1.1. Equilibrium shapes for rotating charged drops
In this subsection we propose two methods to approximate axisymmetric equiibrium configurations for
rotating charged drops. The first one is based on asymptotic expansions and the second deals with the
minimization of the energy functional associated to the system.
We start by deriving an analytical second-order approximation to (2.41) and (2.42) in the small parameters
L2 and ω2 similarly to the work in [63], where the ratio of the deformation amplitude to the radius of the
initial spherical shape is used as the small parameter. When the drop is not rotating, i.e. L  ω  0, the










ô δP  1 χ , δΠ  2γ
R
δP ,
suggesting that one could search for solutions to (2.41) and (2.42) as expansions in powers of L2 ! 1 or
ω2 ! 1 about the sphere. To do so, one has to solve the modified Young-Laplace equation:











, on BD , (6.4)











, on BD . (6.5)
Before giving any further details, we need to introduce some basic definitions and important results [24]:
Definition 6.1. The spherical harmonics Yl,m are functions on the unit sphere defined as follows:







l pcos θq eimϕ , θ P r0, pis , ϕ P r0, 2pis ,







r x2  1ls , Pml pxq  p1qm pl mq!pl  mq!Pml pxq , |m| ¤ l .
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Theorem 6.1. Given a perturbation of the sphere:
Pε : r  R  h pθ, ϕq ε , ε ! 1 ,
the mean curvature and the normal derivative of the potential can be written as:
H pPεq  1
R
  LH phq ε  1
2














  LV phq ε  1
2





with LH, LV linear operators and QH, QV quadratic operators acting on:





hl,mYl,m pθ, ϕq , θ P r0, pis , ϕ P r0, 2pis .
These linear operators have an explicit representation in the form:







































Proposition 6.1. The spherical harmonics are eigenfunctions of the spherical laplacian operator:
∆ωYl,m  l pl   1qYl,m . (6.6)
Theorem 6.2. There exists a second-order approximation to (6.4) about the sphere of radius R in the form:
r pθq  R  f2Y2,0 pθqL2   pg0Y0,0 pθq   g2Y2,0 pθq   g4Y4,0 pθqqL4  O
 L6 , L2 ! 1 , (6.7)
where the coefficients are given by:
















piR p1 χq 
15ψf2








224%1γpi2R7 p3 2χq , (6.9)
and the solution behaves to first-order like an oblate spheroid for χ   1 or a prolate spheroid otherwise.
Proof. Imposing axial symmetry, one can use spherical coordinates to write the solution as:
S : r pθq  R  f pθqL2   g pθqL4  O  L6 , θ P r0, pis ,




f2lY2l,0 pθq , g pθq 
8¸
l0
g2lY2l,0 pθq , Yl,m pθq  Yl,m pθ, 0q , (6.10)






















f2 pθq  Rg pθq sin θ dθ dϕ O  L6 ,
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f2 pθq  Rg pθq sin θ dθ dϕ . (6.11)













































and since the volume has to remain constant we need:






























2f2 pθq  Rg pθq sin3 θ dθ dφ O  L6 .
Now, considering that:






























































where Cj1,j2,jm1,m2,m are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients [1]. The equilibrium condition (6.4) requires the inverse





























The distance to the axis of rotation has the form:





















sin2 θ  O  L6 .
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Following theorem 6.1, take ε  L2 and h  f   gL2, and since the operators are linear:
H pSq  1
R
  LH pfqL2  
















  LV pfqL2  






L4  O  L6 .
Expanding the pressure in powers of L2 one gets:
δP  R
2γ
δΠ , δP  δP0   δP1L2   δP2L4  O
 L6 .
Comparing terms in (6.4), to zeroth-order we have:
δP0  1 χ .
For the first-order contribution, collect all terms with L2 and use the property (6.6) to yield:
δP1  RLH pfq  ε0R
4γ





















































a pχ, lq  2χ 1  p1 4χ  2lq l , (6.15)
are eigenvalues of the operator:




Using (6.13) and equating the Y0,0 component of (6.14) with the pressure:
δP1   75ψ
128%1γpi2R7























To complete our analysis we balance second-order terms:
δP2  RLH pgq  ε0R
4γ
LV pgq   R
2



















Now, the quadratic operators QH and QV verify, as shown in [24], that:
R
2
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then:






























































































These linear combinations of Y0,0, Y2,0 and Y4,0 indicate that to satisfy (6.17) we need:
g pθq  g0Y0,0 pθq   g2Y2,0 pθq   g4Y4,0 pθq .
Under this assumption we have:
1
R




a pχ, lq g2lY2l,0  1
R
pp2χ 1q g0Y0,0   2 p1 χq g2Y2,0   3 p3 2χq g4Y4,0q 






Y0,0   2 p1 χq g2
R
Y2,0   3 p3 2χq g4
R
Y4,0 .
Equating the pressure with the terms involving Y0,0 as before we get:
δP2  

















piR p1 χq 
15ψf2








224%1γpi2R7 p3 2χq .

Theorem 6.3. There exists a second-order approximation to (6.5) about the sphere of radius R in the form:




, ω2 ! 1 . (6.18)






6γ p1 χq , g0  
?
pi p∆%q2R7






piR p1 χq  
11∆%R3f2








5γ p2χ 3q , (6.20)
and the solution behaves to first-order like an oblate spheroid for χ   1 or a prolate spheroid otherwise.
Proof. Given the expansion about the sphere:
S : r pθq  R  f pθqω2   g pθqω4  O  ω6 , θ P r0, pis ,
one obtains using the volume constraint:







so that the volume does not change at first and second-order. Taking ε  ω2 and h  f   gω2 we get:
H pSq  1
R
  LH pfqω2  
















  LV pfqω2  






ω4  O  ω6 .
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Defining a new pressure and expanding it in powers of ω2:
δP  R
2γ





we can start to compare terms in (6.5). To zeroth-order we have:
δP0  1 χ .


















6γ p1 χq , g0  
?
pi p∆%q2R7
360γ2 p1 χq2 ,
with:
f pθq  f2Y2,0 pθq ,
proving that our equilibrium shape behaves like an oblate or prolate spheroid to first-order approximation
depending on whether χ   1 or χ ¡ 1 respectively. To complete our analysis we balance second-order terms:
δP2  RLH pgq  ε0R
4γ
LV pgq   R
2
QH pf, fq  ε0R
8γ
QV pf, fq  ∆%R
2
2γ
f sin2 θ .










 p2χ 1q p∆%q
2
R6
720γ2 p1 χq2 .






piR p1 χq  
11∆%R3f2








5γ p2χ 3q ,
and our approximate solution to second-order is: 
Observe that the asymptotic solutions described by (6.7) and (6.18) present singularities at the eigenvalues
a pχ, lq of K, which are some of the bifurcation points for non-rotating charged drops (6.3). Indeed, K has a
non-null kernel when:
a pχ, lq  0 ô χ
2l




32pi2ε0γR3 pl   1q , l ¥ 1 ,
corresponding to the bifurcation values for Y2l,m as calculated by Rayleigh in [58]. Even though these second-
order expansions provide us with explicit formulas for the approximate solutions, their singularity issue
encourages us to look for approximate equilibrium configurations using an alternative approach.
Consider now the problem of finding the spheroids that minimize the total energy of the system. When
rotation takes place at constant angular momentum, the energy functional is defined as follows:







}E}2 dx δΠ pV  V0q , (6.21)
where δΠ pV  V0q is the constraint, and δΠ plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier so that the volume of the
drop is V0. On the contrary, if rotation occurs at constant angular speed:







}E}2 dx δΠ pV  V0q . (6.22)
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a ¡ c , oblate spheroid
a   c , prolate spheroid ,
the moment of inertia about the z-axis of this spheroid is:





























, Coblate  4piε0a e
arcsin e




Notice that using the volume condition V0  4pi3 a2c one can write a in terms of c, reducing the energy to
a single variable function. Therefore, for rotation at constant angular momentum, the energy for oblate
spheroids is:














arcsin e , (6.23)
and for prolate spheroids:





















Conversely, the energy function for oblate spheroids when rotation is at constant angular speed is:














arcsin e , (6.25)
and for prolate spheroids:





















Notice that the total energy as well as the eccentricity depend on the semiaxis a, which makes it very lengthy
to deal with the minimization problem analytically. Consequently, to compute the critical points of these
energy functionals we proceed numerically using the symbolic calculation software Maple c©.
6.1.2. Comparison of equilibrium shapes with numerical simulations
In order to validate the models derived above to approximate equilibrium solutions, we have compared
them with numerical results obtained by simulating the evolution problem. To do so, we have used the
axisymmetric version of the code, taking as initial configuration a small oblate perturbation of the sphere
with unit volume. All simulations use λ  0.1 as the viscosity ratio, surface tension γ  1 and were
run until a stationary profile for the drop’s interface is reached. The data reveals that spheroids provide
better approximations (even for large values of Rayleigh’s fissibility ratio) to numerical equilibriums than
the solutions given by asymptotic expansions (see figures 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5). However, observe the good
agreement achieved by asymptotic expansions, provided that the angular momentum and angular speed are
small, which is less than 1% for 0 ¤ χ ¤ 0.485, and less than 5% when 0.485 ¤ χ ¤ 0.6765. Numerical
evidence demonstrates also that rotation leads to an imperfect bifurcation [38], rupturing the bifurcation
point attained by charged non-rotating drops at χ  1 (see figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3). Finally, it is important
to remark that prolate solutions never show up in our numerical experiments, indicating that the family of
prolate-like solutions should be of unstable nature. Indeed, if one numerically evolves the system from an
initial prolate perturbation of the sphere, an oblate solution is attained or, if the charge is large enough, the
drop develops dynamic Taylor cones or a pinch-off in finite time.
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Asymptotic Expansion Prolate Solutions
Asymptotic Expansion Oblate Solutions
Prolate Model Solutions
Oblate Model Solutions
Figure 6.2: Equilibriums at constant L for different methods. Deformation is defined as D  requatrpolarrequat rpolar .


























Asymptotic Expansion Oblate Solutions
Prolate Model Solutions 
Asymptotic Expansion Prolate Solutions
Oblate Model Solutions
Figure 6.3: Equilibriums at constant Ω for different methods. Deformation is defined as D  requatrpolarrequat rpolar .
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Figure 6.4: Equilibrium shapes for a rotating drop at constant L and charge χ  0.892.




















Figure 6.5: Equilibrium shapes for a rotating drop at constant Ω and charge χ  0.9772.
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6.1.3. Evolution and stability in 3D
After studying the equilibrium behaviour of axisymmetric drops, we focus now on their stability when
one considers 3D evolution and rotation takes place at constant angular momentum. For this analysis we
start from an axisymmetric equilibrium configuration of a charged rotating droplet, raxi, and perturb it with
a combination of spherical harmonics:
r  raxi   ε1Y2,0   ε2Y2,1 , ε1  ε2  0.05 ,
to find that the droplet returns to its axisymmetric configuration if χ P r0, χaxi pLqs, where the upper limit of
this interval has been established using an energy argument and confirmed numerically with simulations (see
figure 6.6). The theoretical derivation of this limit goes as follows: suppose that there exists an ellipsoidal
family of equilibrium configurations to our problem that is energetically more favorable than the oblate
spheroidal family (later we show numerically that this ellipsoidal family indeed exists). The energy of the
system for oblate spheroidal solutions is given by:




2Coblate paq , (6.27)
where a is the semimajor axis. The semiminor axis c is related to a by the volume condition V0  4pi3 a2c. We
find then a  a pQ,Lq such that (6.27) attains a minimum and consider the energy functional for a general
ellipsoid with semiaxes a, b, c:
Eellip pa, bq  γAellip pa, bq   ψ L
2
2Iellip pa, bq  
Q2
2Cellip pa, bq , (6.28)
where c satisfies V0  4pi3 abc. For the surface area, moment of inertia and capacitance of an ellipsoid we use
the formulas in [55, 54, 41, 42]:






, Aellip pa, b, cq  4pi






Cellip pa, b, cq  4piε0
45








where the capacitance approximation gives a maximum relative error of 0.073% and p  1.6075 yields a
relative error of at most 1.061% for the surface area. The idea is, given a value for L, find the value
of Q  Qaxi pLq that gives a saddle-point for (6.28), where the ellipsoidal family becomes energetically
favorable. Thus, we look for:
Hess pEellip pa, bqq

abapQ;Lq
 0 ô F pa pQ;Lq , Qq  0 , (6.29)
that we solve numerically with a bisection method using Maple c©. It is important to notice that when rotation
takes place at constant angular speed, a similar analysis can be carried out with the energies:
Eoblate pa,Q, ωq  γAoblate paq  ψω
2
2
Ioblate paq   Q
2
2Coblate paq , (6.30)
Eellip pa, bq  γAellip pa, bq  ψω
2
2
Iellip pa, bq   Q
2
2Cellip pa, bq , (6.31)
In order to validate the spheroid/ellipsoid transition, we have carried out numerical experiments with the 3D
version of the code for values of L P r0, 0.5s at intervals of 0.1 and values of χ P r0, 1.1s at intervals of 0.1.
Similarly, if rotation occurs at constant angular speed, we take Ω P r0, 3.3s. The simulations reveal that:
When the system is not rotating, we reproduce the results in [27], i.e. we obtain a bifurcation point at
χ  0.9935 and, for χ ¡ 0.9935, the drop becomes unstable and develops Taylor cones at the poles.
If the drop is rotating, a different behaviour can be observed: the oblate-like solution becomes an
ellipsoid as predicted above by the energy argument and the corresponding transition value for χ
decreases as L increases (see figure 6.6). Observe that this stability curve separating axisymmetric and
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ellipsoidal configurations meets the vertical axis at a point L2 which is very close to the value obtained
in chapter 5. Increasing χ further, and depending on the value of L, we arrive to two different types
of unstable configurations: a drop developing dynamic Taylor cones in the equatorial plane or a drop
forming a neck between two smaller droplets that pinches-off in finite time. All attainable configurations
for the evolution problem are summarized in figure 6.8, from which a significant result can be extracted:
in the presence of rotation, the amount of charge that a drop can hold before becoming unstable is lower
than Rayleigh’s limit for a non-rotating drop, getting smaller as the angular momentum increases. It is
also important to remark that, when dynamic Taylor cones develop, the local form of the tip remains
circularly symmetric as in the case for axisymmetric droplets, provided that rotation is small.









Rayleigh fissibility ratio (χ)
L








Figure 6.6: Comparison of numerical results with the spheroid/ellipsoid transition curve at constant L.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of numerical results with the spheroid/ellipsoid transition curve at constant Ω.
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(d) Dynamic Taylor cones
Figure 6.9: Evolution of a charged rotating drop at L  0.3 for different values of the Rayleigh parameter.
Picture 6.9(a) corresponds to χ  0.7981: the initial axisymmetric configuration remains stable. In 6.9(b),
χ  0.8795: the drop has evolved to a stable ellipsoid configuration. In 6.9(c), χ  0.9528: the drop
becomes unstable, developing a neck between two smaller droplets and eventually breaks. Finally, for 6.9(d)
χ  1.0179: the drop is also unstable, it develops dynamic Taylor cones in the equatorial plane. Color
gradation represents mean curvature and the axis of rotation lies along the vertical z axis.
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6.2. Rotating drops subject to electric fields
In this section we will study the effects that rotation has on neutral drops subject to an electric field applied
in the direction of the rotation axis. The influence of electric fields on droplets was first investigated around
1964 by Taylor [68]. In his works, he showed that prolate spheroids are good approximations to equilibrium
solutions and that, if the field is strong enough, droplets become unstable and develop a singular and self-
similar structure known as Taylor cones, which are characterized by an opening semiangle of about 49.3.
The problem with the angle predicted by Taylor is that it turns out to be very different from results obtained
with experiments (both numerical [27] and those conducted in the laboratory [20]). This disagreement will
motivate the last section of this chapter, where we describe the effects that rotation has on the formation of
Taylor cones.
When an electric field with magnitude E8 is applied to a droplet, forces tend to deform it in the direction
of the field, attaining a prolate-like shape. For this prolate equilibrium with semiaxes a and c, given that its
larger semiaxis, c, is in the direction of the field, Taylor proved the following relation between the dimensionless









2 α3  α1

1



















E8 , α  c
a
,
and V0 is the drop’s volume. The critical value for which the drop becomes unstable and develops Taylor
cones at the poles corresponds to the point where (6.32) reaches a maximum, which occurs for αc  1.859
and Ec8  0.582. Our numerical simulations with BEM show that drops become unstable at Ec8  0.575,
that is within 1% of error from the value predicted by Taylor (see Figure 6.10).











Droplets subject to electric field (Equilibrium solutions)
 
 






Figure 6.10: Comparison between numerical experiments and Taylor theoretical curve.
6.2.1. Equilibrium shapes for rotating drops subject to an electric field
When a drop starts to rotate about an axis in the direction of the applied electric field, the resulting
centrifugal forces tend to flatten the droplet, balancing electrostatic forces and generating two different
families of solutions: oblate- and prolate-like. In fact, there exists a linear combination between the angular
momentum L (or angular speed Ω) and the electric field E8 that yields spherical equilibrium configurations
as shown in [65] (see Figure 6.11 for a comparison with numerical experiments). We start this subsection
proving that spheres are no longer solutions when they also hold an amount of charge Q on its surface:
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Theorem 6.4. Rotating drops subject to an electric field attain spherical solutions if and only if Q  0.













Proof. Consider a conducting sphere of radius R rotating with angular speed ω about the z-axis and subject
to an electric field with strength E8 in the direction of the rotation axis. Suppose also that the drop holds
an amount of charge Q on its surface. In this situation, the electric potential satisfies:$'&'%
∆V  0 , in R3  BR p0q
V  V0 , on BBR p0q
V Ñ E8z  Op}x}1q , when }x} Ñ 8
.
Define the auxiliary potential rV  V   E8z that solves:$'&'%
∆rV  0 , in R3  BR p0qrV  V0   E8R cos θ , θ P r0, pisrV Ñ 0 , when }x} Ñ 8 ,
where we have used spherical coordinates. All bounded solutions for Laplace equation are in the form:








and since the boundary condition is independent of ϕ, so is our electric potential:






Imposing the boundary condition:
























, Cl,0  0 , when l ¥ 2 .
This gives:










E8 cos θ  E8r cos θ , r ¥ R ,









 3E8 cos θ , n  er .



















  3E8 cos θ














 3E8 cos θ .
Now, the mean curvature and the electrostatic pressure for a sphere of radius R are:
H  1
R












where En  E  n is the normal component of the electric field. The modified Young-Laplace equation gives:
δΠ  2γH 1
2


























Introducing Rayleigh fissibility ratio χ and rearranging:
δΠ  2γ
R













sin2 θ  3QE8
4piR2
cos θ ,
whose solution is a sphere only when Q  0 and the following identity holds:
9ε0E28  ∆%ω2R2 .





E28  ∆%ω2R2 .
































which is the linear relation sought. 


















Figure 6.11: Comparison between simulations and the linear relation for spherical solutions.
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The theoretical study of equilibrium solutions for rotating drops subject to electric fields began in 1974
with the works by Rosenkilde & Randall [61]. Using the tensor virial method developed by Chandrasekhar,
they discussed spheroidal equilibriums together with their stability and obtained a linear relation between
L2 (or Ω2) and E28 satisfied by the solutions with the same aspect ratio. Before comparing our numerical
simulations with this theory, we will briefly introduce here the approximation formulas derived by Rosenkilde
et al., and for this purpose, we need some results from [14], [71], [13] and [60].
Given an spheroid with semiaxes a and c, in order to make them dimensionless consider:
a1  a2  a
R
, a3  c
R
,
where R is the radius of the sphere with the same volume V0 as the spheroid. The formula that gives the
relation between the angular momentum and the electric field derived by Rosenkilde is:












pa21   tq pa22   tq pa23   tq pa2i   tq





pa21   tq pa22   tq pa23   tq pa2i   tq
 
a2j   t





pa21   t2q pa22   t2q pa23   t2q pa2i   t2q
, i P t1, 2, 3u ,










, Aij  Ai Aj
a2i  a2j
when j  i ,
3¸
i1




pa21   t2q pa22   t2q pa23   t2q
.


































































































where for an oblate spheroid:







and for a prolate one:
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In particular, if we take a sphere of radius R:
a1  a2  a3  1 , A1  A2  A3  A1  A2  A3  2
3
, A13  A23  A33  2
5
,
equation (6.36) reduces to (6.34). For an spheroid with semiaxes a1  a2  a3, use above properties to yield:
a21A13  3a23A33 
2a23   a21
a21  a23
pA3 A1q  2
a21a3
,






















If one defines the aspect ratio α  a3
a1






3  a21a3V0 ô 1  a21a3 ,









































E28  hL pαq   gL pαqL2 , E28  hΩ pαq   gΩ pαqΩ2 , (6.39)
that for each α is the equation of a line.
6.2.2. Comparison of equilibrium shapes with numerical simulations
Although Rosenkilde’s results are only valid for isolated, conducting, incompressible, inviscid and rotating
drops at constant angular speed, we have compared them with numerical simulations where rotation takes
place at constant angular momentum or constant angular speed. We have found that the theory is in close
agreement with simulations as depicted in figures 6.12 and 6.13), provided that L (or Ω) and E8 are small.
Evolution experiments were run with the axisymmetric version of the code, taking as an initial configuration
an oblately perturbed spherical drop with unit volume. The ratio of viscosities was set to λ  0.1 and the
surface tension is γ  1. The values for the angular momentum L range between 0 and 1.05 at intervals of
0.05 (for Ω we took values ranging from 0 to 4.3 at intervals of 0.1) and for E8 between 0 and 1 at intervals
of 0.025 respectively. Even though Rosenkilde’s theoretical solutions do not match numerical results for large
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, hΩ and gΩ in (6.39) which are
more accurate than those found by Rosenkilde. Using standard interpolation one can easily calculate that:
h
L
pαq  4.9586α3  18.135α2   22.835α 9.6572
g
L
pαq  2.2864α3   8.3977α2  11.369α  7.0616
hΩ pαq  4.526α3  16.668α2   21.175α 9.0309
g
Ω
pαq  0.23397α3   0.84134α2  1.0653α  0.50056
, (6.40)
describe the aspect ratio isolines satisfied by numerical solutions. These expressions provide us with an easy
and accurate way to compute approximate spheroidal-like solutions for droplets rotating at constant angular
momentum or constant angular speed are subject to a uniform external electric field in the direction of the
rotation axis.


























α = 0.8 α = 0.85
α = 0.95
α = 0.9
Figure 6.12: Comparison of Rosenkilde’s solutions with simulations at constant Ω.































Figure 6.13: Comparison of Rosenkilde’s solutions with simulations at constant L.
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We focus now on the stability of axisymmetric equilibrium configurations. Suppose that we start from a
situation where no electric field is present and we set a value for the angular momentum L ¡ 0 (or angular
speed Ω ¡ 0) for which the corresponding equilibrium solution is oblate-like. As the magnitude of the electric
field increases, electrostatic pressure counterbalances the flattening effect of rotation, which tends to thicken
the equatorial region, by stretching the droplet in the direction of the applied field and, consequently, a
smooth transition from oblate- to prolate-like solutions takes place. In this process, and since the variation of
the parameters is continuous, a spherical solution is attained, marking the point where oblate configurations
meet prolate ones. If one keeps increasing the electric field, prolate spheroids eventually become unstable
and develop dynamic Taylor cones at the poles. From simulations, the values where this change in stability
takes place shows a cubic relation between L (or Ω) and E8 as shown below:

















y = − 0.40746*x3 + 1.0713*x2 + 0.0052564*x + 0.5744
Numerical results
   cubic
Spheroids
Taylor cones
Figure 6.14: Stability curve where spheroids at constant L become unstable and develop Taylor cones.
















y = 0.001795*x3 + 0.0066253*x2 + 0.0039895*x + 0.57468
Numerical results
   cubic
Spheroids
Taylor cones
Figure 6.15: Stability curve where spheroids at constant Ω become unstable and develop Taylor cones.
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Evolution at constant Ω
Ω
L
Figure 6.16: Evolution diagram I for rotating drops at constant Ω subject to an electric field.
Figure 6.17: Evolution diagram II for rotating drops at constant Ω subject to an electric field.
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Evolution at constant L
E∞
Ω
Figure 6.18: Evolution diagram I for rotating drops at constant L subject to an electric field.
Figure 6.19: Evolution diagram II for rotating drops at constant L subject to an electric field.
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6.2.3. Evolution and stability in 3D
To finish this section, we perform a 3D stability analysis for rotating drops at constant angular momentum
immersed in an uniform electric field parallel to the rotation axis. This is done by evolving an initially
spherical drop with the 3D version of the code and studying all different configurations attained during this
process. The values for the angular momentum L and the electric field E8 range from 0 to 0.95 at 0.05
intervals, the surface tension is taken as γ  1 and the ratio of viscosities is set to λ  0.1. Our simulations
show oblate- and prolate-like solutions (the same ones obtained with the axisymmetric model) together with
spherical equilibrium shapes according to [65]. A transition curve between spheroidal and ellipsoidal-like
equilibrium shapes is determined together with a stability limit curve separating equilibrium solutions from
singularity formation. Results show that this stability curve increases at first, proving that rotating drops
are more stable to higher electric field values, but eventually turns back on itself, implying that too much
rotation penalizes the stability instead of contributing to it. Above the spheroid-ellipsoid transtition curve,
ellipsoidal-like solutions and peanut shapes [11] appear, and for large values of the electric field, a two-lobed
structure forms for which time scales play a key role in determining wether a pinch-off occurs or cone tips
develop in finite time.



























Figure 6.20: Sketch of the bifurcation diagram summarizing numerical results (symbols) determining the
transition curves between different regimes.
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(f) S-shaped Taylor cone
Figure 6.21: Evolution of a neutral rotating drop subject to an electric field in the direction of the rotation
axis. Picture 6.21(a) corresponds to L  0.55 and E8  0.4. In 6.21(b) the parameters are L  0.45 and
E8  0.75. Figure 6.21(c) is obtained when L  0.75 and E8  0.3. For L  0.95 and E8  0.55 a
two-lobed structure forms leading to a pinch-off in finite time. For 6.21(e) we have L  0.05 and E8  0.6.
Finally, the structure in 6.21(f), where an s-shaped Taylor cone develops in finite time, is obtained for L  1
and E8  1. Color gradation represents mean curvature and the axis of rotation and applied electric field
are both aligned with the vertical z axis.
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6.3. Analysis of dynamic Taylor cones
The destabilizing effect that a conducting fluid droplet undergoes when it bears an amount of charge
above Rayleigh’s limit or is immersed in a strong electric field gives rise to cone-like singularities known in
the literature as dynamic Taylor cones. This phenomenon was first discovered by Taylor [68] in 1964 and
takes place in very short time scales. In his works, Taylor predicted theoretically an opening semiangle for
these cones of 49.3, which has turned out to be very different from the average value of about 30 obtained
from simulations [27] and laboratory experiments [20]. Moreover, this angle seems to depend slightly on the
viscosity ratio for the two fluids involved and interestingly it develops in a self-similar way [27].
Figure 6.22: Taylor cone with semiangle α.
The theoretical derivation of the opening semiangle for Taylor cones goes as follows: under axial symmetry
and imposing spherical coordinates at the tip of the cone, one has to solve Laplace equation for the electrostatic
potetial V. To do so, one can look for a self-similar solution in the form:
V pr, θq  rλf pθq ,
yielding:
∆V  0 ô 0  λ pλ  1q f pθq   f2 pθq   f 1 pθq cot θ .
Changing variables, x  cos θ, above equation becomes Legendre differential equation, which has solutions:
f pθq  APλ pcos θq  BQλ pcos θq ,
where Pλ and Qλ are Legendre polynomials of the first and second kind respectively. Since Qλ contains
logarithmic singularities that would make }E}2 non-integrable, the solution sought must satisfy:
f pθq  APλ pcos θq ,
and consequently:





Supposing that the potential at the surface of the cone is zero, the boundary condition reads:
f pβq  0 , with β  pi  α ,
giving a relation between λ and the semiangle α in the form:
Pλ pcos ppi  αqq  0 , (6.41)
From differential geometry we know that the mean curvature of a cone with semiangle α is:
H   1
2r tanβ
 O  r1 ,
and since the normal derivative of the electric potential at the interface of the cone is:
BV
Bn  Ar
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and rotational forces have the form:
1
2
∆% ω2r2 sin2 β  O  r2 ,
then Young-Laplace equation becomes:












Now, imposing that capillary forces balance electrostatic forces at the cone tips (observe that near the tip,
rotational forces are clearly negligible compared to surface tension), one gets:
2λ 2  1 ô λ  1
2
, (6.42)
and the corresponding value for λ results from the boundary condition:
P 1
2
pcosβq  0 ô β  130.71 ô α  49.29 ,
To understand the role that rotation at constant angular momentum L or constant angular speed Ω plays
in the formation of Taylor cones, we have studied its contribution to charged conducting drops and separately
to neutral conducting droplets under the influence of electric fields. Comparing the centrifugal and surface
tension stresses near the region where the tips develop, we have found that the effects of rotation are negligible
and, therefore, the cone formation mechanism behaves as if there was no rotation. This implies in particular




















whereHtip, σtip and uz,tip are respectively the mean curvature, the surface charge density and the z component
of velocity field at the tip, and t0 is the time at which the singularity occurs. This asymptotic behaviour was
proved in [7] numerically and from dimensional considerations. In figure 6.23 we show some evolution profiles
for the drop near the tip together with the same profiles scaled according to (6.43). Then, in figure 6.24
drop profiles for several values of the angular momentum are superimposed to justify that the cone semiangle
does not vary significantly with angular momentum. The reason for this is that centrifugal forces become
subdominant at the tips with respect to surface tension as demonstrated in diagrams 6.25 and 6.26. Following
the evolution of the tangent to the interface as a function of r as t tends to t0, we found a clear tendency to
form a conical tip which is roughly independent of L (see figure 6.27). The opening semiangle of the cones,
β, is measured by considering the angle at which the line that best fits the node located at the rotation axis
and its neighbours intersects the vertical z axis.













(a) Profiles without rescaling.













Figure 6.23: Profiles near the formation of the tip for t " 1. In 6.23(a) the profiles are drawn without any
scaling applied to them, and 6.23(b) depicts the same profiles after rescaling to show self-similar behaviour.
For this simulation, parameteres take the values L  0.2 and E8  0.9.
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Figure 6.24: Taylor cones for different values of angular momentum. Note that they all have the same angle.
















Figure 6.25: Comparison of the magnitude of forces near the tip.
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Ratio of forces (L = 0.2, E∞ = 0.9)
Figure 6.26: Ratio of forces near the tip. Fs represents surface tension and Fc is the centrifugal force.



















Figure 6.27: Evolution of the angle formed by the tangent line to the drop’s interface with the z axis as a
function of r. Notice the convergence towards a tip semiangle of β  0.535 rad ( 30.6). Discontinuous
curves correspond to times t  0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.25, 1.3, 1.325, 1.33.
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Chapter 7
A FEM code for rotating drops
This chapter is devoted to introducing a FEM code developed by Prof. Jie Li at Cambridge University
to simulate axisymmetric multiphase flows, which has been used to validate the results for rotating drops
obtained in chapter 5. The reason for choosing this method is that, with it, one can study the effects that the
nonlinear terms appearing in Navier-Stokes equations have on the evolution and stability of rotating drops
(this problem is currently under research). We will start by deriving the weak formulation associated to
Navier-Stokes equations followed by a detailed explanation on how to discretize it in order to solve the free-
surface problem. Then, we will give some details on Uzawa’s algorithm, which solves the sparse linear system
resulting from this numerical approximation, and also on the adaption techniques implemented to enhance
the quality of the moving triangle mesh. We conclude this chapter comparing some numerical simulations
that were performed using FEM with those corresponding to BEM.
Given a drop of density %1 and viscosity µ1 surrounded by another fluid of density %2 and viscosity µ2,
suppose that the system rotates about the z axis with angular speed ω ptq and occupies a region D  R3. We
describe this system by working in the rotating (non-inertial) reference frame, where ficticious forces must be
included into the equations of motion. In this way, considering that Coriolis and Euler forces are negligible
and that the fluid is incompressible, Navier-Stokes equations have the form:$&%%
Du
Dt
 ∇  rT  % ω  pω  xq   Fb , in D
∇  u  0 , in D
, (7.1)
where Fb are the body forces acting on the droplet and rT is the newtonian stress tensor:






with p the fluid pressure and D puq the rate-of-strain tensor. Observe that by taking the divergence of the
stress tensor and considering that the viscosity is constant one gets:
∇  rT  ∇p  2µ∇  D puq .
Suppose that the drop is axisymmetric about the rotation axis and that no body forces (gravity, electro-
magnetic fields, . . . ) act on it, i.e. Fb  0. Under these assumptions, and working in cylindrical coordinates,
the velocity field and pressure satisfy:
uϕ  BpBϕ  0 ,
Bu
Bϕ  0 ,

























where the material derivative operator is given by:
Df
Dt
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Similarly, the gradient of the velocity field is:





















and the stress tensor components result:
rTrr  p  2µBurBr , rTϕϕ  p  2µurr , rTzz  p  2µBuzBz ,




Now, the incompressibility condition yields:






and the divergence of the stress tensor:
∇  rT  rTrpr  rTzpk ,














Taking z as the rotation axis, ω ptq  ω ptq pk, the centrifugal force results:
FCentrifugal  Fc  % ω  pω  xq  % ω pk ω pk r pr  z pk		  % r ω2 pr .
Finally, and to complete the formulation of the problem, we need to set boundary conditions on the
system. Since the problem is axially symmetric, it suffices to consider the solution of Navier-Stokes equations
over a plane that contains the profile curve, so one can decompose the domain as:
D  Daxi  r0, 2piq , Daxi  R2 , (7.3)
and consequently, the boundary of the domain Daxis  D1 YD2 can be written as follows:
Figure 7.1: FEM domain.
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where:
BDaxi  ΓY Γb , Γb  Γd1 Y Γd2 Y Γo1 Y Γo2 Y Γo3 Y Γo4 . (7.4)
Over each section of the boundary we have to impose:
r rT s n  2γH n , on Γ ,
ur  0 , on Γo1 Y Γo3 Y Γd1 ,
uz  0 , on Γo2 Y Γo4 Y Γd2 ,
where n is the outward unit normal to the drop and r rT s  rT p2q rT p1q is the stress jump across the interface.
7.1. A review on functional spaces
Before deriving the weak formulation associated to Navier-Stokes, it is necessary to remember some basic
definitions related to Sobolev spaces that we will use later for that purpose. A simple introduction to the
theory of functional spaces is available in [59] and for a deeper insight see [9]. For the rest of this section,
Ω  Rm represents a bounded domain with a regular boundary BΩ (i.e. Lipshitz continuous).
Definition 7.1. The space Pk pΩq with k P N is the set of polynomials p : Ω Ñ R of degree less or equal to k.









   8 , 1 ¤ p   8
ess sup
Ω
|f |    8 , p  8
.
Definition 7.3. The space Lp pΩq with 1 ¤ p ¤ 8 is formed by the vector functions f : Ω Ñ RN whose














|fi| u , p  8
.




αi  k .
For any function f : Ω Ñ R one can define:
Dαu  B
|α|u
Bxα11    Bxαnn
,
and the set of all partial derivatives of order k P N has the form:
Dku  tDαu | |α|  ku ,






Definition 7.5. Given u, v P L1loc pΩq and a multiindex α, we say that v is the αth-weak partial derivative of
u, i.e. Dαu  v, provided that:»
Ω
u Dαϕ dx  p1q|α|
»
Ω
vϕ dx , @ϕ P C8c pΩq .
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Definition 7.6. The Sobolev space W k,p pΩq consists of all locally summable functions f : Ω Ñ R such that
for each multiindex α with order k, the αth-weak partial derivative of u exists and belongs to Lp pΩq. The













|Dαf | , p  8
.
In particular, when p  2 the standard notation is W k,2  Hk because Hk is a Hilbert space (notice that






Dαf Dαg dx , f, g P Hk pΩq .
Definition 7.7. The space Hk pΩq with k P N is comprised of the vector functions f : Ω Ñ RN whose










Any problem written in terms of PDEs has a weak formulation associated to it, which is the cornerstone
of FEM. To derive the variational representation of Navier-Stokes equations, consider two functional spaces,
V and Q, and multiply the first equation in (7.1) by the test function φ P V and the second one by ψ P Q





 φ dx 
»
D
pFc ∇p  2µ∇  D puqq  φ dx , (7.5)»
D
ψ∇  u dx  0 . (7.6)
Now, to change the derivatives from the unknowns to the test functions, apply the divergence theorem:»
D
∇p  φ dx 
»
BD
pφ  n dS 
»
D
p∇  φ dx 
»
BD
pn  φ dS 
»
D
p∇  φ dx ,
and take into account the following result:
Proposition 7.1. Given a symmetric matrix A, the following identity holds:
∇  pAbq  p∇ Aq  b A : D pbq , @ b P Rn .
Proof. Using the product rule for derivatives:




Bxi  p∇ Aq  b A : ∇b  p∇ Aq  b A : D pbq ,
where the colon symbol represents the dot product between matrices. 
If we apply previous proposition with A  D puq and use the divergence theorem:»
D
∇  pD puqq  φ dx 
»
BD
n  D puqb dx
»
D
D puq : D pbq dx .





 φ  2µD puq : D pφq  p∇  φ dx  
»
D
Fc  φ dx 
»
BD
n  rTφ dS .
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 φ  2µD puq : D pφq  p∇  φ dx  
»
D
Fc  φ dx 
»
BD
n  rTφ dS (7.7)
»
D
ψ∇  u dx  0 (7.8)
Notice that we have reduced Navier-Stokes momentum equation (7.7) to a scalar version that involves the
test function φ. By choosing this test function appropriately, one can recover the weak formulation for each
component of the velocity field in cylindrical coordinates:
φ  φ pr , φ P V Ñ weak NS for ur , (7.9)
φ  φ pk , φ P V Ñ weak NS for uz , (7.10)






 φ  2µD puq : D pφq  p∇  φ


r drdz  
»
Daxi
Fc  φ r drdz  
»
BDaxi











r drdz  0 .
Observe now that the decomposition (7.4) gives:»
BDaxi
n  rTφ r dl   »
Γ
n  r rT s φ r dl   »
Γb
n  rT φ r dl ,
and from this structure, one can easily determine what function spaces are necessary so that the weak
formulation is consistent. In this case, we take p, ψ P Q, the velocity satisfying u P Vb and φ P V, where:
V  tv P H1 pDaxiq | v|Γb  0 u , Q  L2 pDaxiq ,
Vd  tu P H1 pDaxiq |
#
ur  0 , on Γo1 Y Γo3 Y Γd1








 φ  2µD puq : D pφq  p∇  φ


r drdz  
»
Daxi
Fc  φ r drdz 
»
Γ











drdz  0 , (7.12)
from which we obtain the weak formulation for the radial component ur by taking φ as in (7.9) to yield:
∇  φ  1
r
B



























Br prφq drdz  
»
Daxi





























2γH φ r dl .
(7.13)
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Similarly, for the vertical component of velocity uz, we choose φ as in (7.10) to yield:
















































2γH φ r dl .
(7.14)
7.3. Galerkin approximation
Now that the weak formulation has been established, and since our problem is formulated in the plane,
we have to discretize the domain with a triangle mesh such that the interface of the droplet is described by























Figure 7.2: Example of a triangle mesh used to simulate drop evolution with FEM. Observe that the method
approximates the drop’s interface (solid red curve) with some of the triangle edges defining the mesh, making
it easier to track the free-surface.
where Ti are the triangles that define the mesh, Nt the number of triangles, Ei the interface edges and Nb
the number of interface edges. We also need to substitute the function spaces with finite vector spaces.
In this case, the right choice is to approximate the velocity over each triangle T as a quadratic function
in P2 pT q and the pressure as a linear function in P1 pT q. This setting, called in the literature P2  P1, is
necessary to comply with the LBB (Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi) condition [43, 3, 10], which has to hold
in order to avoid severe spatial oscillations in the pressure. These polynomial spaces give rise to the so-called
Taylor-Hood triangle element, which is characterized by:
six nodes for the radial velocity ur, located at the vertices and the edge midpoints of the triangle.
six nodes for the vertical velocity uz, located at the vertices and the edge midpoints of the triangle.
three nodes for the pressure, located at the vertices of the triangle.
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For the whole triangle mesh, this configuration yields a total number of degrees of freedom of NP2 
Nv  Ne for each component of the velocity, where Nv is the number of mesh vertices and Ne the number of
edges, and a total of NP1  Nv for the pressure field. Using this node distribution, one can approximate the




φiui , uz 
NP2¸
i1




where tφiuNP2i1 and tψiu
NP1
i1 are families of basis functions such that:
φi pxjq  δij , ψk pylq  δkl , i, j P t1, . . . , NP2u , k, l P t1, . . . , NP1u ,
φj is quadratic over each triangle containing node xj and vanishes elsewhere,
ψl is linear over each triangle containing node yl and vanishes elsewhere,
with txjuNP2j1 the mesh nodes for each component of the velocity and tylu
NP1
l1 those for the pressure. If we























































































































































2γH φj r dl ,
.
Rearranging, we can write it in matrix form:

































φj   r BφjBr







































Br r drdz ,
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In general matrix form: $&%M
Dw



































7.4. Reference triangle transformation
Since every matrix coefficient appearing in (7.16) involves the computation of an integral over a triangle,
it is useful to find a tranformation that takes any triangle into the reference triangle TR with vertices p0, 0q,
p1, 0q and p0, 1q. To do so, given a triangle T with vertices at points x1, x2 and x3, define the mapping:
Ψ1 pξ, ηq  x1   ξ px2  x1q   η px3  x1q , ξ, η P r0, 1s .
Figure 7.3: Transformation of a flat triangle T into the reference triangle TR.




  2AT ,
where AT is the area of triangle T . Using this result, the integral over T of any function f has the form:»
T
f pxq dS  2AT
»
TR
F pξ, ηq dξdη , F  f Ψ1 .
We will now explain how to approximate a function over a triangle using a family of basis functions. This
is motivated by the approximations considered in the previous section for the velocity field (quadratic) and
the pressure (linear). First, consider a linear function f P P1 pTRq given by:
f pξ, ηq  a ξ   b η   c .
Since we have three degrees of freedom, i.e. a, b and c, we have to look for a basis tϕiu3i1 satisfying:






where tτiu3i1 are the three vertices of TR, and fi are the values of f at the three triangle vertices. From
these assumptions, it is straightforward to show that the basis functions are:
ϕ1  ξ , ϕ2  η , ϕ3  1 ξ  η .
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For the case of a quadratic function g P P2 pTRq in the form:
g pξ, ηq  a ξ2   b ξη   c η2   d ξ   e η   h ,
we have now six degrees of freedom, so one has find a basis tϕiu6i1 satisfying:






where tτiu6i1 are the vertices and edge midpoints of TR, and gi the values of g at those points. Using basic
algebra, one finds that:
ϕ1  ξ p2ξ  1q , ϕ2  η p2η  1q , ϕ3  ζ p2ζ  1q ,
ϕ4  4ξζ , ϕ5  4ξη , ϕ6  4ηζ ,
where ζ  1 ξ  η.
7.5. Uzawa’s algorithm
Before solving the linear system (7.16), we need to discretize the material derivative. This is done by
creating a time-marching scheme and, in order to model the convective acceleration, the previous values of







In this way, at time step n  1 we have:#
Awn 1  Bpn 1  b M rwn




To solve (7.17, the code makes use of Uzawa’s algorithm, where the pressure is found by iteration, adding an
amount α of the divergence to the pressure value at each point. Consequently, an area in which flow sinks
has its pressure increased to remove the sink and enforce continuity and, similarly, an area acting as a source
has it’s pressure reduced:
pn 1  pn   αBTwn 1 . (7.18)
This gives the system:  
A  αBBT wn 1  b M rwn Bpn , (7.19)
from which wn 1 is obtained, and once solved, the pressure is calculated with (7.18).
7.6. Adaptive mesh
One of the most relevant challenges when simulating a free-surface problem is to achieve a good-qualty
mesh which can adapt itself to the evolving boundary, describing with precision the domain under study.
When performing mesh adaption, one has two main strategies, local re-arrangement of the mesh at each time
step, or occasional complete remeshing. The FEM code that we have used adopts the first approach, and the
algorithms it implements to adapt the mesh are:
Once the velocity field is known at some time step, the interface is evolved with a Lagrangian method:
xn 1  xn  ∆t wn pxnq ,
where x is the position of a vertex located at the interface and w is the velocity field at that point.
The rest of the nodes in the mesh that do not belong to the interface are relocated using a Laplacian
smoothing operator.
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The edges which are not on the interface are swapped whenever they fail Delaunay condition.
The spatial variation of the mesh size is controlled using a length scale ls, which specifies the intended
grid size at each node. Starting with the interface vertices, the value of ls at a point q on the interface
is inversely proportional to the curvature value at that point:
ls pqq  C
κ pqq .
For a vertex q outside the interface, we need to impose:
ls pqq ¤ ls ppq  G }q p} ,
where G is a constant controlling the rate of change of the mesh size, and p represents all neighbouring
points of q. The above condition allows the mesh size to grow exponentially far from high curvature
interface regions, and is thus essential to reduce the total number of vertices in the mesh, enhancing
computation efficiency.
Edge splitting/contraction to refine or coarsen the mesh. The length scale les of an edge is defined as





When the ratio of lengths is below rmin the edge is contracted, whereas if the ratio is larger than rmax
the edge is split. Note that splitting always produces valid meshes. If an edge on the interface is split,
the code uses a local cubic spline algorithm to compute the position of the newly added vertex. For the
case of edge contraction resulting in an invalid mesh, the operation is abandoned.
7.7. Numerical results
Finally, in this section we present some results to validate the FEM code explained in this chapter. To do
so, we have compared a simulation using FEM with its BEM counterpart. For this, we have simulated the
evolution of a rotating drop at contant angular momentum using as viscosity ratio λ  0.1 and taking γ  1
for the surface tension. The excellent agreement of results obtained under Stokes regime is shown below
and encourages our future research, relying on the application of this method to study the effects that the
nonlinear terms appearing in Navier-Stokes equations have on the evolution and stability of rotating drops.








(a) t  0.56.








(b) t  1.05.








(c) t  2.19.
Figure 7.4: Pictures showing the evolution of the drop’s interface for three different times when rotation is at
constant L  1.2. The solid black curve represents the solution calculated with BEM and the triangle mesh
is the solution using FEM. Observe that there is an excellent agreement of results.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between BEM and BEM for a rotating drop at constant L  1.2. In this plot we





Conclusions and future research
In this thesis we have studied the effects of rotation on the evolution of a charged drop or a neutral droplet
immersed in an electric field applied in the direction of the rotation axis. For that purpose, we have developed
a numerical algorithm based on the boundary integral formulation of Stokes system which is adaptive and
automatically introduces local refinement in critical regions of the interface such as necks, where the drop
could break up, and tips when dynamic Taylor cones develop. Based on numerical results and the analysis
of the equations, we describe the effects of rotation both at constant angular speed Ω and constant angular
momentum L.
First, we have studied the rotating droplet problem with no electrostatic forces, and all different regimes
observed are summarized in the tables below:
Table 8.1: Evolution of axisymmetric rotating drops
Constant Ω Constant L
Ω   Ω Axisymmetric equilibrium L   L Axisymmetric equilibrium
Ω ¡ Ω Expanding pizza shape L ¡ L Toroidal Type II
Table 8.2: Evolution of 3D rotating drops
Constant Ω Constant L
Ω   Ω2 Axisymmetric equilibrium L   L2 Axisymmetric equilibrium
Ω2   Ω   Ωap Elongating filament L2   L   L2 stable peanut shape
Ωap   Ω   Ωsp Asymmetric expanding pizza shape L2   L   L3 Breakup (2-fold)
Ω ¡ Ωsp Axisymmetric expanding pizza shape L ¡ L3 Breakup (3-fold)
These transition values, which appear in chapters 5 and 6, were determined numerically and, in particular,
those related to 3D evolution were obtained when the drop and the surrounding fluid have the same viscosity.
When rotation is at constant angular momentum and axial symmetry is imposed, the approach to toroidal
type II solutions for L ¡ L occurs at a Opt1{2q rate and the interface profiles present self-similar behaviour.
Breakup for 3D evolution is via an axisymmetric similarity profile of the type described by Lister and Stone
[45] and Cohen et al. [16]. For rotation at constant angular speed, when elongating filaments develop, they
reach an infinite length in finite time and their length blows up like Oppt0  tq1{2q with the interface profile
approaching an explicit self-similar solution. Finally, we find that the radius of axisymmetric expanding pizza
shapes grows like Oppt0  tq1{2q as shown by Howell et al. [37].
After describing the evolution of rotating drops, we have studied the effects of rotation on the evolution
and equilibrium shapes of a conducting and viscous droplet immersed in another viscous and insulating fluid.
For charged rotating drops at constant angular momentum, two theoretical methods are presented to calcu-
late stationary solutions, one based on asymptotic expansions and the other on spheroidal approximations
that minimize the energy. Numerical data combined with these models shows that when rotation is present,
a rupture of the bifurcation point attained by the family of charged non-rotating drops occurs. Concerning
the stability of charged rotating drops, for each value of the angular momentum there exists a range of values
for the charge for which solutions are stable to non-symmetric perturbations. Over this critical value for the
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charge, a family of ellipsoidal solutions branches and extends until a second critical value is reached, where
singularity behaviours such as dynamic Taylor cones or two-lobed drop breakup appear. An important conse-
quence that can be drawn from simulations is that rotating drops can hold less charge (below Rayleigh’s limit)
than non-rotating ones before becoming unstable. When we consider conducting neutral drops rotating with
constant angular momentum and subject to a uniform electric field parallel to the rotation axis, oblate and
prolate-like spheroidal solutions are obtained. In this case, numerical experiments indicate that equilibrium




diagram. These simulations deter-
mine a curve in the pL,E8q plane defining the stability limit for equilibrium configurations which eventually
turns back on itself. Our analysis concludes from this curve that rotating drops show more stability to higher
values of the electric field strength, unless the angular momentum becomes very high and penalizes stability
instead of contributing to it. Additionally, a transition curve between spheroidal and ellipsoildal-like solutions
is computed numerically. Finally, we have measured the opening semiangle obtained when dynamic Taylor
cones develop to find that it remains the same as the ones corresponding to the system without rotation,
provided that the angular momentum is small.
Many questions arise for further research concerning charged and rotating droplets under the influence
of an electric field. Among them, our interest focuses on the description of the pχ,E8q diagram under the
pressence of the drop’s angular momentum and the role that rotation plays in the overall stability of this
complex system.
Another important point concerns the contribution of inertial terms from Navier-Stokes equations when
the Reynolds and Ekman numbers take any possible value and the way they influence evolution and stability.
These issues will be the aim of future work to come with the FEM code introduced in this thesis.
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Conclusiones y trabajo futuro
En esta tesis hemos estudiado los efectos de la rotacio´n sobre la evolucio´n de una gota cargada o´ de una
gota neutra inmersa en un campo ele´ctrico externo aplicado en la direccio´n del eje de giro. Con este propo´sito,
hemos desarrollado un algoritmo nume´rico basado en la formulacio´n integral de contorno de la ecuacio´n de
Stokes, que es adaptativo e introduce de manera automa´tica refinamiento local en las regiones cr´ıticas de
la interfase como son los cuellos, donde la gota puede romperse, y las puntas cuando se desarrollan conos
dina´micos de Taylor. Basa´ndonos en resultados nume´ricos y en el ana´lisis de las ecuaciones, describimos los
efectos de la rotacio´n tanto a velocidad angular constante Ω como a momento angular constante L.
Primero, hemos estudiado el problema de una gota sometida a rotacio´n sin fuerzas electrosta´ticas, y todos
los reg´ımenes encontrados esta´n resumidos en las tablas abajo presentadas:
Table 9.1: Evolucio´n de gotas rotantes axialmente sime´tricas
Ω constante L constante
Ω   Ω Axisymmetric equilibrium L   L Axisymmetric equilibrium
Ω ¡ Ω Expanding pizza shape L ¡ L Toroidal Type II
Table 9.2: Evolucio´n de gotas rotantes en 3D
Ω constante L constante
Ω   Ω2 Axisymmetric equilibrium L   L2 Axisymmetric equilibrium
Ω2   Ω   Ωap Elongating filament L2   L   L2 stable peanut shape
Ωap   Ω   Ωsp Asymmetric expanding pizza shape L2   L   L3 Breakup (2-fold)
Ω ¡ Ωsp Axisymmetric expanding pizza shape L ¡ L3 Breakup (3-fold)
Los valores de transicio´n presentados, que aparecen en los cap´ıtulos 5 y 6, han sido determinados nume´ricamente
y, en particular, aquellos relacionados a la evolucio´n en 3D, se han obtenido considerando que la gota y el
fluido que la envuelve tienen la misma viscosidad. Cuando la rotacio´n tiene lugar a momento angular con-
stante e imponemos simetr´ıa axial al problema, la formacio´n de soluciones toroidales de tipo II para L ¡ L
ocurre a un ritmo Opt1{2q y los perfiles de la interfase presentan comportamiento autosimilar. La ruptura
que sucede para evoluciones en 3D es v´ıa un perfil axisime´trico autosimilar del tipo descrito por Lister y Stone
[45] y Cohen et al. [16]. Por otro lado, si la rotacio´n es a velocidad angular constante, en el caso de que se
desarrollen filamentos que se elongan, e´stos alcanzan una longitud infinita en tiempo finito que explota como
Oppt0  tq1{2q con el perfil de la interfase aproxima´ndose a una solucio´n expl´ıcita autosimilar. Finalmente,
encontramos que el radio de las formas de equilibrio axisime´tricas de tipo pizza crece como Oppt0  tq1{2q,
en acuerdo con lo mostrado por Howell et al. [37].
Despue´s de describir la evolucio´n de gotas en rotacio´n, hemos estudiado los efectos que tiene la rotacio´n
sobre la evolucio´n y las formas de equilibrio de una gota viscosa y conductora contenida en otro fluido viscoso y
aislante. Para gotas cargdas rotando a momento angular constante, dos me´todos teo´ricos han sido presentados
para calcular soluciones estacionarias, uno basado en expansiones asinto´ticas y el otro en aproximar las
soluciones por esferoides que minimizan la energ´ıa. Los datos nume´ricos combinados con estos me´todos
muestran que cuando el sistema esta´ girando, se produce una ruptura del punto de bifurcacio´n alcanzado por
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la familia de gotas cargadas sin rotacio´n. En relacio´n a la estabilidad de gotas cargadas en rotacio´n, para cada
valor del momento angular existe un rango de valores para la carga para el cual las soluciones son estables
ante perturbaciones asime´tricas. Por encima de este valor de la carga, una familia de soluciones elipsoidales
se ramifica y extiende hasta alcanzar un segundo valor cr´ıtico de la carga, donde aparecen comportamientos
singulares como la formacio´n de conos dina´micos de Taylor o´ tiene lugar la formacio´n de dos lo´bulos (un
cuello) con su posterior ruptura. Una consecuencia importante que puede deducirse de las simulaciones es
que una gota rotando puede almacenar menos carga antes de volverse inestables (por debajo del l´ımite de
Rayleigh) que gotas no sometidas a rotacio´n. Cuando consideramos una gota neutra rotando a momento
angular constante y sometida a un campo ele´ctrico paralelo al eje de giro, obtenemos soluciones de equilibrio
aproximadamente esferoidales de tipo oblato y prolato. En este caso, los experimentos nume´ricos muestran
que las soluciones de equilibrio con el mismo ratio de semiejes esta´n linealmente relacionadas en el diagrama 
L2, E28

. Estas soluciones tambie´n nos determinan una curva en el plano pL,E8q que define el l´ımite de
estabilidad para configuraciones de equilirio y que, eventualmente, alcanza un punto de inflexio´n donde vuelve
sobre s´ı misma. Nuestro ana´lisis concluye de esta curva que una gota rotando muestra ma´s estabilidad para
valores mayores de la intensidad del campo ele´ctrico, a menos de que el momento angular sea suficientemente
grande, pasando a penalizar la estabilidad en lugar de contribuir a ella. Adema´s, una curva de transicio´n
entre las soluciones esferoidales y elipsoidales es determinada nume´ricamente. Finalmente, hemos analizado
el semia´ngulo de apertura obtenido para los conos de Taylor dina´micos y mostramos que, siempre que el
momento angular sea pequen˜o, e´ste permanece igual que en el caso en el que el sistema no esta´ rotando.
Muchas preguntas surgen para trabajos futuros en relacio´n a gotas cargadas en rotacio´n bajo la influencia
de campos ele´ctricos. Entre ellas, nuestro intere´s se centra en la descripcio´n del diagrama pχ,E8q bajo la
influencia del momento angular de la gota y el papel que la rotacio´n juega en la estabilidad global de este
sistema complejo.
Otro punto importante involucra la contribucio´n de los te´rminos inerciales de las ecuaciones de Navier-
Stokes cuando los nu´meros de Reynolds y Ekman toman cualquier posible valor, y la forma en la que e´stos
influyen en la evolucio´n y la estabilidad. Estas cuestiones sera´n el objeto de futuras investigaciones con el




When one deals with a problem formulated in terms of linear PDEs, the Fourier transform is a powerful
mathematical tool that can transform systems of PDEs into a linear system of algebraic equations. In
this appendix we will describe some of its properties, which are important in this thesis to obtain the
fundamental solutions for Stokes equation. Throughout this work we make use of Einstein’s summation
convention to abbreviate formulas. This notation states that, if a subscript appears twice in an expression
involving products, then summation over that subscript is implied in its range.
Definition A.1. Given a function f : Rn Ñ C, the Fourier transform of f is:




f pxq ei ξx dx , ξ P Rn ,
whenever this integral converges.
Observe that this definition is subject to convergence issues. These difficulties can be tackled by considering
the largest family of functions which ensures convergence, namely rapidly decreasing functions, or more
accurately, Schwartz test functions. In what follows, we will suppose that the integral is always convengent.
Notice also that by linearity of the integral, the Fourier transform is a linear operator. Together with the
Fourier transform of a function we have the inverse operation:
Definition A.2. Given a function g : Rn Ñ C, the inverse Fourier transform of g is:




g pξq e i ξx dξ , x P Rn ,
whenever this integral converges.
It is clear that the inverse transform is also a linear operator. The numerical factors p2piqn2 introduced in
the expressions for the Fourier transform and its inverse are chosen so that the Inversion Theorem holds:
Theorem A.1 (Inversion Theorem). Given a function f : Rn Ñ C, it satisfies:
F1 pF pfqq  F  F1 pfq  f .
From the structure of the Fourier transform operator one can derive a very useful property:






pξq  iξjF pfq pξq .

























f pxq ei ξx dx  iξjF pfq pξq .

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Using above proposition and the linearity of the Fourier transform one can easily prove:
Proposition A.2. Given a function f : Rn Ñ Rm, the following are true:
1. F p∆fq pξq   }ξ}2 F pfq pξq ,
2. F  ∆2f pξq  }ξ}4 F pfq pξq ,
3. F p∇  fq pξq  iξ  F pfq pξq ,
where F pfq  F pfkq ek, ∆2 is the biharmonic operator and ξ  ξjej.
Proof. To prove 1 apply Proposition A.1 twice:










pξq ek  ξ2jF pfkq pξq ek  }ξ}2 F pfq pξq .
For property 2 it suffices to apply property 1 twice. Finally, for 3 we have:










In this appendix we will calculate the fundamental solutions (or Green’s functions) for the Laplace and
biharmonic equations using Fourier transforms. Alternatively, we will calculate these solutions by imposing
radial symmetry and solving the equation in spherical coordinates by standard integration.
B.1. Laplace problem
We want to solve Laplace equation:
pPLq ∆u  f , in Rn , (B.1)
where u : Rn Ñ R is a scalar function that can represent a stationary distribution of temperatures and f is
a source term. To calculate the fundamental solutions we will suppose that we have a point force acting on
x0 P Rn, that can be modeled by a Dirac’s delta at that point: PFL  ∆u  δx0 , in Rn , (B.2)
Taking transforms on both sides:
}ξ}2 F puq pξq  e
i ξx0
p2piqn2
, ξ P Rn ,
obtaining:




Now, taking the inverse transform:




}ξ}2 dξ , px  x x0 , (B.3)
which is a formula for the solution. In particular, when n  3 the fundamental solution has the form:





To solve this integral we change to spherical coordinates and suppose that our reference frame is chosen so




ξx  r sin θ cosφ
ξy  r sin θ sinφ
ξz  r cos θ
, px 
$'&'%
px  0py  0pz  }px} .
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giving:






































which is the fundamental solution for (B.1) in R3.
An alternative way to compute the fundamental solutions for Laplace equation is writing the laplacian






































































δ prq dr   C1   1
4pi










To finish, we show that C1  0. Integrating (B.2) in Ω  Bε px0q we obtain:»
Ω
∆u dx  
»
Ω
δx0 dx  1


































1  1  4piC1 ñ C1  0 .
Consequently, if we take C3  0, the fundamental solution for (B.1) in R3 is:
u pxq  1
4pi }px} .
B.2. The biharmonic equation
Now we move to deriving the fundamental solution for the biharmonic equation:
pPHq ∆2u  f , in R3 ,
which can be done by considering the singularly forced problem: PFH ∆2u  δx0 , in R3 . (B.4)
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The biharmonic operator is defined as:


























, r  }px} .








Now, integrating (B.4) over a ball of radius a centered at the singularity x0 we obtain:»
Bapx0q
∆2u dx  
»
Bapx0q
δx0 dx  1 .
Since:
∆2u  ∇  p∇∆uq ,













































By setting B  C  D  0, the fundamental solution to (B.4) is:







This part of the appendix is dedicated to deriving Maxwell stress tensor, which measures the force per
unit area (pressure) experienced by a charged object subject to an electromagnetic field. In particular, we will
obtain at the end of this section its expression for a perfectly conducting material. We know that Maxwell’s
equations are: $''''''&''''''%
∇ E  ρ
ε0
∇ B  0
∇E  BBBt
∇B  µ0j  µ0ε0 BEBt
, (C.1)
where E amd B are respectively the electric and magnetic fields, ρ is the volume charge density, j is the
volume current density, ε0 is the permittivity of free space and µ0 the permeability of free space. We also
know that the Lorentz force acting on a test charge q moving with velocity v is given by:
F  q pE  v Bq ,
so introducing the definitions of q  ρ dV and j  ρv for an infinitesimal volume of charge we have:
Florentz  pρE  jBq dV , f  Florentz
dV
,
with f the Lorentz force per unit volume. Now, expanding this force using (C.1) one gets:







 ε0 p∇ EqE  1
µ0
p∇Bq B ε0 BEBt B .
Using that B is solenoidal (∇ B  0) and the vector calculus identity:
p∇Bq B  pB ∇qB 1
2
∇ }B}2 , (C.2)
then:
f  ε0 p∇ EqE  1
µ0
ppB ∇qB  p∇ BqBq  1
2µ0
∇ }B}2  ε0 BEBt B 
 ε0 p∇ EqE  1
µ0
ppB ∇qB  p∇ BqBq  1
2µ0
∇ }B}2  ε0 BBt pEBq   ε0E
BB
Bt .
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and Maxwell’s equations:
f  ε0 p∇ EqE  1
µ0






 ε0µ0 BSBt  ε0E p∇Eq .
Applying (C.2) we have:
f  ε0














 ε0µ0 BSBt .
Now, an arbitrary vector field A satisfies:





















 ε0µ0 BSBt .










where I is the identity tensor, resulting in:
















 ε0µ0 BSBt .

















then the force per unit volume is:







with c the speed of light. In particular, in the absence of a magnetic field, the normal pressure on a perfectly
conducting object is given by the expression:




















where E  σ
ε0




In this appendix we will describe in detail some useful geometric and electrostatic properties concerning
spheroids and ellipsoids that are important for the contents of this thesis. First, classical properties such as
volume, surface area, outward unit nomal, moment of inertia and mean curvature are presented, and then,
we introduce capacitance and surface charge density for ellipsoidal conductors.
D.1. Geometric properties of spheroids











a ¡ c , oblate spheroid
a   c , prolate spheroid , (D.1)
the volume and moment of inertia with respect to the z axis are:
V  Vprolate  Voblate  4pi
3










































and in the limit case a  b  c we obtain the surface area of the sphere:
Asphere  4pia2 . (D.5)
If we write (D.1) in spherical coordinates:$'&'%
x  a cosϕ sin θ
y  a sinϕ sin θ
z  c cos θ
, ϕ P r0, 2piq , θ P r0, pis ,
the outward unit normal vector is:
n pϕ, θq  pc cosϕ sin θ, c sinϕ sin θ, a cos θqa
c2 sin2 θ   a2 cos2 θ




c4 px2   y2q   a4z2 . (D.6)
and the mean curvature:
H pθq  c
 
3a2   c2    a2  c2 cos p2θq
?
2a pa2   c2   pa2  c2q cos p2θqq 32
. (D.7)
Observe that the mean curvature can be written in terms of the aspect ratio, α  ca , as:





3α  α3    α α3 cos p2θq
p1  α2   p1 α2q cos p2θqq 32
.
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D.2. Geometric properties of ellipsoids









 1 . (D.8)
The volume and moment of inertia with respect to the z axis are given by:
Vellip  4pi
3











The surface area for an ellipsoid with semiaxes a, b and c is:
Aellip  2pic2   2piab
sinφ
 








a2  c2 ,
and the functions F and E are the incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind respectively:




1 k2 sin2 θ




1 k2 sin2 θ dθ .
Setting a  b ¡ c in (D.10) we get (D.4), and with a ¡ b  c, (D.3). Surface area can be approximated as:
Aellip  4pi p
c
pabqp   pacqp   pbcqp
3
, p  1.6075 , (D.11)
yielding a maximum relative error of 1.061 102 (see [41, 42]). Writing (D.8) in spherical coordinates:$'&'%
x  sx cosϕ sin θ
y  sy sinϕ sin θ
z  sz cos θ
, ϕ P r0, 2piq , θ P r0, pis ,
the mean curvature is given by:











2 θ   s2z
 
s2y cos






and the outward unit normal:





2 ϕ  s2x sin2 ϕ
  s2xs2y cos2 θ , (D.13)
which in cartesian coordinates is:

















2   s4xs4zy2   s4xs4yz2
.
D.3. Ellipsoidal conductors
Consider an ellipsoidal conductor which has an amount of charge Q on its surface and defined by three









 1 . (D.14)
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First, to compute the capacitance of an spheroid we will the property that the projection of the surface charge
















a2  r2 , r
2  x2   y2 ,





































s2   pa2  2c2q s  a2c2
.















, A ¡ 0 , ∆   0
1?
A







, A   0 , ∆ ¡ 0 , |2Ax B|   ?∆
,
where:
X  Ax2  Bx  C , ∆  B2  4AC .
For oblate spheroids, c   a, and consequently A   0, ∆ ¡ 0 and |2Ax B|   ?∆, so:
Voblate  Q
4piε0ae





















The capacitance of a conductor is defined by:
C  QV , (D.18)
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then:













	 , e c1 a2
c2
. (D.20)
In the limit case a  b  c we obtain the electrostatic potential and capacitance of a conducting sphere:
Vsphere  Q
4piε0a
, Csphere  4piε0a . (D.21)
To finish this appendix we present the general formula for the capacitance of an ellipsoid with semiaxes
a1, a2 and a3, where a1 ¥ a2 ¥ a3 and a1  a3, which is given by:
Cellip  8piε0λ













We can approximate the capacitance of an ellipsoid with the formula:
Cellip  4piε0
45
p11 pa1   a2   a3q   4 p?a1a2  ?a1a3  ?a2a3qq ,




Take a triangle in the plane with area A, defined by the vertices P1, P2 and P3, and a point P inside it:
Figure E.1: Barycentric coordinates of a point P .
If the triangles PP2P3, PP3P1 and PP1P2 have areas A1, A2 and A3 respectively, ri  pxi, yiq are the


















where i, j, k P t1, 2, 3u with i  j  k and pi, j, kq an even permutation. Equvalently:
λPi 




ai  xjyk  xkyj
bi  yj  yk
ci  xk  xj
. (E.2)
Any point P inside the triangle can be expressed as a linear combination of the three vertices:
r  λPi ri ,
3¸
i1
λPi  1 , (E.3)
where the barycentric coordinates of the triangle vertices satisfy:
λ
Pj
i  δij .
The notation that is most common in the literature for barycentric coordinates is:
λP1  ξP , λP2  ηP , λP3  ζP .
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In matrix form, the identities in (E.3) give:$'&'%
x  x1ξP   x2ηP   x3ζP































x1  x3 x2  x3










The solution to this system is trivial:
ξ
P
 px x3q py2  y3q  px2  x3q py  y3qpx1  x3q py2  y3q  px2  x3q py1  y3q , ηP 
px1  x3q py  y3q  px x3q py1  y3q








One important aspect about barycentric coordinates is that one can easily check if a point lies inside a
triangle, on one of the triangle edges or coincides with a triangle vertex. We have that a point is:







on a triangle edge, if one of the barycentric coordinates is zero and the other two are between 0 and 1.
a triangle vertex, if two of the barycentric coordinates are zero and the third is 1.
In any other case, the point is located outside the triangle. Barycentric coordinates are also very useful when
linearly interpolating a function f over a triangle, as we can immediately compute the value of the function
at any point r inside the triangle just by knowing the barycentric coordinates of that point and the values
taken by the function at the vertices of the triangle:
r  λPi ri ô f prq  λPi f priq . (E.6)
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